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ABSTRACT

GLOBULAR DOMAIN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF RESTRICTION-LIKE-EN-

DONUCLEASE BEARING LONG INTERSPERSED NUCLEOTIDE ELEMENTS

MST MURSHIDA MAHBUB

The University of  Texas at Arlington, 2017

Supervising Professor: Shawn Christensen

Long Interspersed Nucleotide Elements (LINEs) are a major group of eukaryotic transposable el-

ements that have profoundly influenced and sculpted eukaryotic genome structure and function.

LINEs replicate within the host genome, often to high copy number. Replication occurs through

an RNA intermediate, which is integrated back into the host genome by target primed reverse

transcription (TPRT). The element encoded protein is known to contain a restriction-like DNA

endonuclease, a reverse transcriptase, and nucleic acid binding domains. However, the 2o and 3o

structure of these domains as well as the overall protein is poorly understood. The protein encod-

ed by the R2 element from Bombyx mori (R2Bm) is expressible and purifiable and has thus facil-

itated much biochemical studies of the integration reaction. Using limited proteolysis and mass

spectrometry, I studied globular domain structure of the R2Bm protein. It was discovered that the

protein had two major globular domains: the zinc finger/Myb domain and the reverse transcrip-
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tase/linker/endonuclease superdomain. An easily proteolytically cleaved region between these

two globular domains mapped to an area previously implicated in RNA binding. The large do-

main structure is similar to eukaryotic splicing factor protein Prp8's reverse transcriptase/linker/

restriction endonuclease superdomain. An updated model of the reverse transcriptase domain of

R2Bm protein was also generated and presented. The model was generated by protein threading

and homology modeling algorithms. The model was tested by mapping the proteolytic cleavages

back onto the model. Protein sequence alignments and structural overlays of the R2 reverse

transcriptase and DNA endonuclease onto the splicing factor Prp8 indicate that the R2 protein

and Prp8 likely shared a common ancestor. The structural and functional similarities in the linker

region of both Prp8 and R2Bm are similarly discussed.  
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and significance of LINEs

Long Interspersed Nucleotide Elements (LINEs) are mobile genetic elements. Almost all

eukaryotic genome possess LINEs1. The Human genome has, on average, ~ 100 active

LINE-1s2,3. The replication machinery of LINEs, however, is also parasitized by non-au-

tonomous elements that hijack LINE replication machinery for their own mobilization. LINE

parasites are called SINEs and can be exemplified by human Alu elements4,5. LINE and SINE

replication can represent a sizable portion of the genome. LINE and LINE mediated activity con-

stitute at least one-third of human genomic DNA4. Activity of LINEs can be source of mutation,

lead to altered gene expression, provide raw material for recombination, thereby continuously act

to sculpt and diversify the host genome6–8.  

1.2 Secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structural information on LINE encoded protein is
scarce

LINE encoded protein structure and protein-nucleic acid interactions are not well under-

stood. Only a handful structural information is available (that includes atomic force microscopy

of L1 ORF19 and NMR structures of L1 ORF1p's c-terminal domain10 , L1 encoded endonucle-

ase11, R1Bm endonuclease12). 
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1.3 ORF structure of LINEs

LINEs either contain one or two open reading frames (ORF)s (see Figure 1-1 on page 3).

Single ORF bearing LINEs encode a restriction like endonuclease (RLE) at their C-terminal end

while the two ORF bearing LINEs encode an endonuclease (EN) that share homology to the

apurinic/apyrimidinic endonucleases (APE). There are over 25 clades of LINEs including both

RLE and APE-encoding LINEs13,14. Single ORF RLE-bearing-LINEs are phylogenetically earlier

branching than the two ORF APE-bearing-LINEs15. The RLE LINEs are also called early

branching LINEs and the APE encoding ones are known as late branching LINEs. 
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Figure 1-1. ORF structure of LINE encoded proteins. Zinc finger (ZF)/ gag knuckle like se-
quence motif is shown as vertical bold line; Myb is shown as ellipse; broken ellipse indicate
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bioinformatically predicted myb three helix bundle; PIPbox = PCNA interacting protein domain;
RB = RNA binding; RT = Reverse transcriptase; RLE = Restriction Like Endonuclease; APE =
Apurinic-apyrimidinic endonuclease. The ORF1 for RTE element is putative and only 43 amino
acids. The dotted open box in Rex1 indicates that the 5' end of this element has not been identi-
fied yet. The ORFs are not drawn to scale. Adapted from13,15–23. 

The single ORF of early branching LINEs typically encode one to three zinc finger(s) at the N-

terminal end of the ORF, a centrally located reverse transcriptase (RT), a cysteine rich gag

knuckle-like CCHC motif, and an RLE domain at the C-terminal end of the ORF. In addition, R2

clade elements contain a Myb motif and NeSL/Utopia clade contain a ULP-protease LINE ele-

ments20. Recently an RNA binding motif preceding the reverse transcriptase domain has been

identified in R2 elements.16,24–27. The most extensively studied RLE bearing elements are the R2

clade elements, especially the R2 element from Bombyx mori (R2Bm).

The late branching LINEs contain two ORFs. The first open reading frame typically encodes 1-3

gag-knuckle zinc fingers. The second ORF encodes an N-terminal APE, a central reverse

transcriptase, and a C-terminally located zinc knuckle-like CCHC motif. The L1 and I clades are

the most well studied, particularly the human L1 element (L1Hs). L1Hs, is ~6kb long with two

ORFs separated by a 63-nt intergenic region. 5'UTR with an internal promoter and 3' UTR with a

poly(A) tail flank the L1Hs sequence28,29. The L-1Hs ORF1 generates ~40 kDa protein with n-

terminal coiled coil domain, centrally located non-canonical RNA recognition motif (RRM) and

a c-terminal basic domain. The amino terminal coiled coil domain facilitate trimer formation.

The RNA recognition motif and the c-terminal domain are important for ORF1p's ability to bind

RNA and RNP formation as well as nucleic acid chaperonin function 5,9,30,31. 

The second ORF in L1Hs is ~150 kDa and contain amino terminal APE endonuclease, a

central reverse transcriptase and the CCHC motif. The cysteine rich motif is required for retro-
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transposition32 but its exact role is yet to be known. In the region between the APE and RT do-

main of L1, a PCNA interaction protein domain called PIPbox was found; PCNA is the sliding

clamp protein essential for DNA replication. Exact role of PIPbox in L1 retrotransposition is un-

known5,19. A c-myb like three helix motif has been predicted in area between APE and RT in

TRAS, R1Bm, SART1, RT1Ag, TARTDm, and L1Hs element using secondary structure predic-

tion program33. 

1.4 Shared domain ( RT and H/RINALP and cysteine rich gag knuckle like motif)

All LINEs contain an RT domain, which is the key functional domain required for retro-

transposition. A cysteine rich sequence motif (CCHC motif) near the C-terminal end of ORF (for

APE LINEs) or preceding the C-terminal RLE domain is seen in most of the LINEs18,34.The con-

sensus sequence motif is CX1-3CX7-8HX4C or CX2CX12HX3-5H35,36. Ingi elements carry five de-

generate cysteine-rich regions18. Another conserved amino acid block that is common among all

LINEs is H/RINALP or equivalent sequence containing alpha helical motif (see chapter 2). H/

RINALP resides in the linker and is in juxtaposition to CCHC motif.    

The CCHC (CX2CX4HX4C) sequence has been shown to play key role in retroviral repli-

cation including RNA binding, genome packaging and chaperone activity37. Mutation in CCHC

and H/RINALP equivalent in L1 interfere with L1 RNP (ribonucleoprotein) formation and retro-

transposition in cultured cells32,38. Recombinantly expressed c-terminal segment of ORF2p con-

taining the above motifs exhibits non-sequence specific RNA binding in vitro and cysteine to ser-

ine mutations in the C-domain do not adversely affect RNA binding39. 
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1.5 Shared function (RNA binding, DNA binding, DNA cleavage and DNA polymerization)

All LINEs has to bind RNA, bind DNA and cleave DNA to release a 3'-OH group for

priming DNA polymerization for retrotransposition. LINE protein shows cis-preference for the

element RNA. The 3' UTR (untranslated region) of LINEs with specific sequence or structure is

responsible for the recognition by the RT domain of LINEs and probably for cis-preference40–44.

To be able to propagate in host DNA, every LINE has to find the suitable target DNA and bind

without invoking host defense mechanism. Target site is specific for RLE containing LINEs and

also for Tx1 and R1 clade elements among the APE containing LINEs13. For APE bearing

LINEs, sequence or position specificity is lacking but weak target preference are found in A+T-

rich regions18.

All LINEs encode endonuclease either of RLE or APE type except for Dualen retrotrans-

posons that bear both type of endonucleases flanking RT domain (not shown in figure 1-1).

Dualen are located in the midpoint between early branched and late branched LINEs when the

RT domains were analyzed phylogenetically45. The endonuclease domain of the LINE defines the

distinctive feature of their retrotransposition, i.e., the target itself acts as primer after LINE medi-

ated cleavage. The cleavage frees a 3'-OH group for the RT domain that can catalyze the transfer

of nucleotidyl phosphate onto the primer for cDNA synthesis. This first strand cDNA synthesis

begins the Target Primed Reverse Transcription (TPRT)46.

1.6 Basic insertion mechanism 

Target primed reverse transcription (TPRT) is the replication mechanism employed by

LINEs, group II intron and telomerase46–49. R2Bm, an early branching LINE (and element stud-
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ied in this dissertation), facilitated biochemical characterization of TPRT by reconstituting signif-

icant portions of the insertion reaction in vitro. A working model of the insertion reaction of

R2Bm50 includes four steps: 1) first strand DNA cleavage; 2) 1st strand DNA synthesis (TPRT);

3) 2nd strand DNA cleavage; and 4) 2nd strand DNA synthesis (Figure 1-2).

R2Bm protein appears to adopt different conformations upon binding to specific struc-

tured RNA components located in the 3' and 5' untranslated regions (UTRs) of the element RNA.

R2 protein binds to these two segments of RNA and individual RNAs made to these two regions

are called protein binding motif RNAs (5' and 3' PBM RNAs, respectively). DNase footprinting

studies showed that when R2Bm protein is associated with the 3' PBM RNA has the RNP bound

to target DNA upstream of insertion site. R2 protein bound to 5' PBM RNA was discovered to

bind to target DNA downstream of the insertion site50. The upstream subunit's EN cleaves the

antisense strand releasing the 3'-OH. The upstream subunit's RT uses the free -OH for 1st strand

synthesis. First strand synthesis detaches the 5' PBM RNA from the protein in the downstream

subunit. This triggers second strand cleavage by downstream subunit RLE. The second strand

synthesis follows completing the integration reaction50–52.  

 

Figure 1-2. R2 insertion mechanism. 1) & 2) first strand DNA cleavage and first strand synthe-
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sis. 3) & 4) second strand cleavage and second strand synthesis. PBM = Protein binding motif.
Colored hexagons represent R2Bm protein. Black straight lines indicate double stranded target
DNA. Turquoise and chocolate triangles represent N-terminal DNA binding and C-terminal en-
donuclease domains, respectively. Green rectangle is central RT domain. Adapted from53.

DNA footprinting studies also indicate that the protein-DNA complex changes confor-

mation after first strand DNA cleavage, shifting from the DNA cleavage to the DNA polymeriza-

tion step of TPRT51. It is possible that the endonuclease and reverse transcriptase are on separate

flexible arms to facilitate the ordered access to the insertion site. Knowledge of R2 protein glob-

ular domain structure would help elucidate how the different enzymatic active sites gain access

to the insertion site and how they are coordinated. 

1.7 Detailed TPRT mechanism

Life cycle of a LINE begins when a transcript is produced from an TPRT competent ele-

ment. The RNA needs to travel to cytoplasm. Translation from the transcript yield element en-

coded protein that binds preferably the translation template. The RNP formed in this process

finds the DNA target site to initiate first strand cleavage and first strand synthesis. With the sec-

ond strand cleavage and second strand synthesis the replication process ends. The regulation of

replication can be viewed both from host and retrotransposon perspective, which is discussed at

the end of this chapter.  
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1.7.1 Transcription in LINEs

The site for R2 gene transcription and processing is the nucleolus34. R2 elements rely on

the transcription of the rRNA gene unit for expression as rRNA/R2 cotranscript54 (see Figure 1-3

on page 10). There is no internal promoter and RNA polymerase I is the responsible enzyme in

the transcription process rather than the RNA polymerase III. There is a 5' ribozyme structure

similar to hepatitis delta virus (HDV) that is autocatalytic and processes R2 transcript from the

28S/R2 cotranscript55. Structure based bioinformatics predicts that R4, R6 from the RLE-LINE

group also possess self splicing ribozymes of HDV type for processing 5' end56. 

Location of RNA self-cleavage vary. Drosophila simulans R2 ribozyme cleaves at the precise

28S/R2 junction. Many other R2 ribozymes cleave in GC-rich area of the 28S rRNA 13-28 up-

stream of R2 insertion site34,57. 

The exact 3' end of the R2 transcript is not known. 3' UTR of ~250-nt length is necessary

and sufficient for the TPRT reaction but short downstream 28S sequences help TPRT initiation at

accurate position in vivo. Using only 3' UTR without any downstream 28S sequences in vitro ap-

pear to add nontemplated nucleotides before the  cDNA 58. 
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Figure 1-3. R2 ribozyme and self processing. Rectangle with gray shadings represent an rDNA
unit with 18S, 5.8S and 28S genes. White boxes are transcribed spacers. A R2 insertion in the
rDNA unit is shown with brick red box. R2 is co-transcribed with rRNA and following transcrip-
tion, R2 splice out from the co-transcript using its 5' ribozyme. How R2 resolves its 3' end is not
known34. IGS = Intergenic spacer.

Human L1 RNA transcript is bicistronic with two ORFs separated by 63-nt spacer con-

taining two in-frame stop codons. The transcript starts with 5' UTR and ends in 3'UTR with

poly(A) tail. There is also an out-of-frame AUG codon in a poor Kozak context in the spacer

with a potential to encode a short ORF of 6 amino acid. Though the mRNA is bicistronic, the

ORFs appear to be translated separately from each other, rather than being translated as a fusion

protein59,60. 

L1 5' UTR is ~910 bp long with an internal RNA polymerase II promoter. A YY1-binding

site at the 5' end of the 5' UTR is used for precise initiation of transcription5,61. 

18S 5.8S 28S R2 28SIGS IGS

Transcription

rRNA processing

18S 5S 28S

28S (5' half) 

R2 self cleavage

R2
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Human L1 and silkworm SART1 elements have 3' UTR and poly (A) tail at their 3' end.

SART1 needs both of these parts of the SART1 RNA for retrotransposition but for L1, the 3'

UTR seems to be dispensable. R1Bm (a R1 clade element as is SART1), another APE containing

LINE, does not contain an A-rich tract at its 3' end but requires a 3' UTR structure for retrotrans-

position. A spatial separation of 3'UTR and downstream 28S rRNA sequence leads to reduced

retrotransposition suggesting some role of the downstream sequence in R1Bm retrotransposi-

tion43 . SART element, Baggins and RTE possess ribozyme of the HDV type at the 5' terminus.

Trypanosoma cruzi L1 elements also harvor HDV like ribozyme at the 5' end 56. 

1.7.2 Translation in LINEs

Structure based searches identified HDV-like ribozyme structures through multiple types

of retrotransposons in most of the animals phyla. The HDV-like ribozymes are active in vitro and

in vivo. Liberation of the retrotransposons by ribozyme self scission activity from 28S-co-

transcript as a 5' processing has been put forward. After releasing the transposon transcript from

the precursor, HDV-ribozyme is set for its second function. HDV-ribozymes have a complex

pseudoknot structure reminiscent of IRESes functional property. When tested in vitro, the ri-

bozyme allowed translational machinery to carry out active heterologous protein expression. The

aparent absence of 5'-mG cap or a conserved AUG codon in R2 elements thus explained well

with the multifunctional HDV-ribozyme at the 5' end of many retrotransposons56.  

R2Bm elements has been reported to possess a 5' HDV-like ribozyme fold. However in

vitro testing for self scission activity was not positive. But at 300 upstream, another non-canoni-

cal HDV-like ribozyme  is also present which has the potential to form a stable catalytic core56.  
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Human L-1 ORF2 translation occurs by an unconventional termination-reinitiation mech-

anism. Bombyx mori SART1 ORF2p translation uses translational coupling mechanism. In L1

translation, the conserved AUG code for ORF2p is not essential. ORF2p translation also does not

need ORF1 or ORF1p. Rather, any translatable upstream ORF can help downstream ORF2p syn-

thesis. Model for ORF2p translation by Alisch et al59 postulates that the bicistronic mRNA is first

used by the ribosome to translate protein from the upstream ORF; while the first ribosome con-

tinue to scan for ORF2 AUG and initiate translation of ORF2, more ORF1p form, which start

coating the mRNA and thereby inhibiting any new ORF2p translation. ORF2p translation might

vary among host and might exploit translation system inherent to the host system. Additional

studies are needed5. A 7-mG (methyl Guanosine) cap is present in most LINE-1 element and is

used for the element protein translation5. 

Silkmoth SART1 element however does use the AUG start codon. An overlapping

UAAUG stop-start codons and downstream RNA secondary structure have been found as essen-

tial component for SART1 element translation62 . 

1.7.3 LINEs' RNPs

RNP formation is essential for TPRT. R2 protein finds its target site with ~150 fold in-

creased affinity when provided with R2 RNA63. In presence of 3' PBM RNA, R2 protein can find

its 28S rDNA target site in the crowd of genomic DNA and perform 1st strand synthesis. In ab-

sence of RNA, R2 protein can find and cleave the 28S rDNA target in total genomic DNA only at

low level. The 2nd strand cleavage of TPRT is strictly dependent on presence of RNA63. The spe-

cific component of R2 RNA that plays role in 2nd strand cleavage is 5' PBM50. R2Bm RT can
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recognize and use R2Dm and even more distantly related arthropod 3'UTR for TPRT without any

nucleotide sequence similarity64,65. The recognition appears to be dependent on the structure of 3'

UTR RNA 64. 

Human L-1 ORF1p and ORF2p both have cis-preference to L1 RNA. In L1 RNP, ORF1p

is much more abundant than ORF2p. But the exact stoichiometry of ORF1p and ORF2p bound to

LINE-1 mRNA is not confirmed5. The abundance of ORF1p probably lead to its easy detection

in cytoplasmic RNPs6. In theory, as few as one ORF2p molecule could suffice for binding L1

RNA transcript and providing enzymatic machinery required for retrotransposition. The profound

cis-preference likely allows the elements to retrotranspose the RNA transcripts from which they

were translated66. In TART and HeT-A, ORF1p has been implicated in intracellular targeting

(e.g., localization in Het dots)67,68. In human L1, ORF1p has RNA binding and chaperonin

activity.

1.7.4 DNA recognition

DNA recognition appears to be largely separate from the catalytic domain of RLE in ear-

ly branching LINEs. R2 recognizes 35 bp uptstream to 15 bp downstream of insertion site 34,69.

The n-terminal zinc finger (ZF) and Myb motifs contribute to downstream DNA binding in

R2Bm, a R2-D clade element70. Protein region contributing to upstream DNA binding is not

known for R2. But mutations in the α-helix-1 and loop region following the β-strand-4 of RLE

domain affect overall DNA binding53. The element RNA might also affect protein conformation

and contribute to target site recognition as the presence of RNA greatly enhances R2 proteins's

ability to find 28S target region in the total genomic DNA63. 
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 Among the RLE LINEs, the single ORF structure varies primarily in the N-terminal do-

main. The N-terminal domain variation lead to different DNA target specificity (Table 1-1 on

page 14 and Figure 1-4 on page 15 ). CRE, Genie and NeSL clade elements contain two zinc fin-

gers (ZFs); R2-D clade elements have one ZF and one Myb motif while R2-A clade elements

have three ZFs and one Myb motif (see figure 1-1 on page 3); HERO elements contain one ZF.

R4 elements do not appear to contain any of the ZF or Myb motif13,17.

Table 1-1: Target site of RLE bearing LINEs (Adapted from 13,17,71)

RLE bearing LINEs Representative elements Target site

R2-A R2Lp, R8Hm, R9Av rRNA gene (28S R2, 18S , 28S R9)

R2-D R2Bm rRNA gene (28S R2)

R4 R4Al, R4-2_Sra, Dong rRNA gene (28S R4), tRNA-Asp gene,
Microsatellite 

NeSL R5, NeSL-1Ce, R5-2_SM rRNA gene, Spliced leader, Transposon

CRE CRE2Cf, MoTeR, 
CRE-1_NV

Spliced leader, Telomeric repeat,
Microsatellite

HERO HERO-1_HR Microsatellite

Genie Genie-1Gl 771 bp repeat

Abbreviations: R9 element from Adineta vaga (R9Av), R8 from Hydra magnipapillata (R8Hm),
R2 from Limulus polyphemus (R2Lp), R2 from Bombyx mori (R2Bm), R4 from Ascaris lum-
bricoides (R4Al), R4 from Strongyloides ratti (R4-2_Sra), NeSL from Caenorhabditis elegans
(NeSL-1Ce), NeSL from Schmidtea mediterranea (R5-2_SM) CRE2 from Crithidia fasciculata
(CRE2Cf), CRE from Nematostella vectensis (CRE-1_NV), HERO from Helobdella robusta
(HERO-1_HR), Genie-1 from Giardia lamblia (Genie-1Gl).
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Figure 1-4. Differences in DNA targeting among RLE bearing LINEs. Abbreviations: R2 from
Bombyx mori (R2Bm), R2 from Limulus polyphemus (R2Lp), R9 element from Adineta vaga
(R9Av). Hexagons represent respective element protein. ZF and Myb = Zinc finger and Myb me-
diated target DNA binding. ? = protein subunit's position on DNA target is known, but the re-
sponsible protein motif for DNA binding unknown. ?? = hypothesized to bind template RNA,
cleave the noncoding strand and begin TPRT as upstream R2Bm subunit does. Adapted from17.

The R2-A group is more ancestral and binds DNA target differently than the R2-D group.

R2Lp (R2 from Limulus polyphemus), a R2-A group element, uses the N-terminal domain (with

three zinc finger and one Myb motifs) to bind upstream DNA sequences. Additionally, R9 from

Adineta vaga (R9Av) and R8 from Hydra magnipapillata (R8Hm), two other R2-A clade ele-

ments, target non-canonical positions in the rRNA gene. R2 is the only clade amog RLE-contain-

ing LINEs that possess a Myb motif (see Figure 1-1 on page 3). Between the ZF and Myb motif,

the later is used to attain major specificity in the target binding and DNA contact. NeSL, one of

the two ZF containing RLE-LINE clade, uses the two ZF motifs in targeting DNA 17.  

Element Site Clade

? ZF Myb

R2 
site

R2 
site

R9 
site

NeSL 
site

??

??

??

Myb ZFs

ZFs Myb

ZFs

Upstream 
subunit

Downstream  
subunit

R2Bm

R2Lp

R9Av

NeSL-1

R2-D

R2-A

R2-A

NeSL
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The L1 EN makes a single-strand nick at more or less random DNA sequence (5'-TTTT/

AA-3'; while slash indicating the scissile phosphate). TnAn homopolymeric stretches create pecu-

liar structural elements that can elicit response by L1 EN72. A wide minor groove tend to form in

the TpA junction conducive to hairpin loop protusion of the protein surface11. L1 EN recognizes

the extra helical flipped adenine residue 3' of the scissile bond to effect the cleavage5. Exchange

of EN domain of SART1 and TRAS1 drives changes in the insertion site preference. This indi-

cates that the primary determinant of APE-LINE mediated DNA recognition is the APE EN it-

self. For some groups of APE-LINEs, the target selection may additionally come from Myb like

motif (R2Bm, Tx1L and Tx2L)18. Myb and myb-like proteins recognize specific DNA sequence

using two helices of the three Myb motifs or by oligomerization of single Myb-motif containing

protein. Probably the myb-like domain is used for primary recognition and then APE performs

the final adjustment of the insertion position18,73. Homology of 3' end of the element RNA may

dictate complementary base pairing with the target site. Chromatin formation may also play role.

Transposon rich sites has shown positive correlation with heterochromatin regions. Specific

phosphodiesters may get exposed upon nucleosome wrapping and become targeted for cleav-

age18,74,75. The R2 element has interestingly also been reported to recognize and cleave the target

in the nucleosome wrapped DNA69. 

1.7.5 1st strand cleavage and 1st strand synthesis 

Two symmetric half reactions constitute the RLE-LINE integration process. First half rection be-

gins when R2 protein binds the 28S gene upstream of the cleavage site in presence of 3' PBM

RNA. The R2 protein-3' PBM RNA complex cleaves the noncoding bottom strand with the RLE
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endonuclease. A free 3'-OH generated from this cleavage acts as primer for reverse transcription

of cDNA from the RNA template using the RT activity of the upstream bound R2 protein46.

3'UTR is sufficient and required for this half reaction40,63.

The initial stages of L1 retrotransposition was reconstituted in vitro using L1 ORF2p, L1 3'

RNA, a target DNA and appropriate buffer components76.

The 1st strand cleavage and 1st strand synthesis can be coupled or uncoupled. In an un-

coupled reaction (endonuclease independent retrotransposition), cDNA synthesis is performed on

a pre-nicked DNA as primer (for example, double strand break in the DNA can be used to initiate

reverse transcription)77–80. 

1.7.6 2nd strand cleavage and 2nd strand synthesis

Second half reaction appears to begin when R2 protein is freed from 5' PBM RNA of the R2-5'

PBM RNA complex50, which triggers second strand cleavage. 

Second strand synthesis so far has been inefficient in vitro. Variation in 5' junction of endogenous

R2 insertion often is seen. In Bombyx mori and many animals, a particular length of 28S gene se-

quence is often duplicated at the 5' end, whereas in Drosophila and other animals, a common

phenomenon is deletion of 28S gene and addition of non-templated nucleotides. Location of R2

ribozyme self-cleavage is correlated with these seen variations. Priming using a heteroduplex

and microhomology were proposed for the observed duplications and deletion/non-templated ad-

dition, respectively34. 
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1.8 Regulation of LINE replication

R2 copies are rapidly lost from rDNA loci by repeated recombination but new copies are

also gained through new insertion events81. Higher number of insertions were found associated

with higher rate of crossover in some Drosophila simulans stocks. Retrotransposition events

mostly occured in female germ line and late in the development of egg. Transcriptional repres-

sion rather than post-transcriptional or post-translational degradaion regulates R2 expression.

Only a subset of rDNA genes (30-40 out of several hundreds) need to be expressed in an indi-

vidual82. All other rDNA genes are shut down by heterochromatin formation. Contiguous rDNA

genes free of R2 insertions are activated to express ribosomal RNAs by euchromatin formation.

If the R2 inserted rDNA genes are close to the expressed rDNA genes and if the expressed genes

are short enough, R2 gets co-transcribed with the host rDNA genes. The mechanism to distin-

guish between inserted and uninserted rDNA units is not known but small RNA silencing path-

ways that induce heterochrmatin formation could be likely34. 

Cis-acting transcription factor binding sites are present in 5'UTR of LINE-1; mutation in these

sites reduce LINE-1 transcription and retrotransposition. The transcription factors so far identi-

fied include Runx3, Sp1, and SRY-related (Sox) proteins. Other host factors are also likely to

find these sites for controlling LINE-1 expression. Human LINE-1 5'UTR actually harbors two

promoters: sense strand promoter as well as antisense promoter for RNA polymerase II. Mouse

LINE-1 contain the antisense promoter in ORF1. The antisense promoter function is still specu-

lative but in mammals such promoters have been implicated in noncoding RNA production; for

LINE-1, the antisense promoter have been found to lead to chimeric transcript, which may lead

to epigenetic silencing of L1 along with nearby cellular genes5,60,83,84. The bidirectionality of
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transcripts arising from sense and antisense promoter also have been found to suppress L1 by the

RNA interference effect85.  

Human L1 3' UTR is ~206 bp in length with a conserved polypurine tract. A G-quadruplex struc-

ture is predicted to form by the 3' UTR of L1. The 3'UTR recently has been shown to possess

promoter activity that can lead to generation of alternative L1 transcript in various tissues. Epige-

netic modification of target DNA (nucleosome accessibility) might also affect L1EN cleavage

activity5.

1.9 LINE related RTs (group II intron protein, telomerase etc.) also use TPRT

Group II intron and telomerase use TPRT for replication47,86,87 as do the LINEs. Group II intron

employs TPRT mostly for retrohoming and occasionally for retrotransposition88,89. Retrohoming

can be endonuclease dependent or independent90,91. In the retrohoming mechanism, the intron

RNA reverse splices into target DNA after base pairing. The intron encoded protein cleaves the

opposite strand releasing 3'OH group acting as primer. Synthesis of cDNA uses the reverse

spliced RNA as template. Involvement of host enzymes, intron degradation and second-strand

cDNA synthesis may complete the intron integration process. For group II introns that lack the

endonuclease domain, DNA replication fork that is the source of nascent leading or lagging

strand tend to act as source of primer for TPRT. A bias for dsDNA vs ssDNA as the target of en-

donuclease dependent and independent group II intron integration has been implicated92, respec-

tively. Telomerase RTs have the ability to extend the chromosome ends called telomeric repeats

using short template RNA. The 3' OH of the DNA at the chromosome ends serve as primer and

as LINEs RTs, telomerase RT synthesize the cDNA using the TPRT mechanism87. 
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1.10 Dissertation goal

Despite of advancement of knowledge in LINE retrotransposition, several major aspects of de-

tailed TPRT mechanism remain unanswered. Detailed mapping of interaction between LINE pro-

tein(s) and element RNA have yet to be worked out. The communication of protein, RNA, and

DNA in the integration complexes at each stage of the integration reaction is still largely un-

known. The dissection and elucidation of all of presumptive integration complex conformational

changes would be aided by knowing more about the 2o, 3o and overall globular domain structure

of the RLE LINE encoded protein. So far, the elucidation of ORF structures of RLE LINE en-

coded proteins are largely based on sequence alignment, mutational and biochemical data. Over-

all how the protein is folded into 3D globular domain structure is unknown. R2Bm, a model

LINE, has faciliated much of the in vitro biochemical studies for detailed characterization of the

RLE LINE replication integration. Recombinant R2Bm protein is heterologously expressed in E.

coli cells; however, the current yield of purified R2Bm protein not amenable for crystallographic

studies. Limited proteolysis offers useful, albeit low resolution, tool for investigation of R2Bm

protein structure. We employed mass spectrometry to identify the limited proteolysis derived

fragments of R2Bm protein to decipher its 3D globular domain structure. LINE related RTs'

structures recently have been deposited in structure database. Phylogenetic connection93,94 as well

as structural (shared domain and amino acid motifs) and mechanistic similarities47,95,96 among

these different group of RTs indicate shared properties that might have interchangeable implica-

tions. Using homology driven protein threading algorithm97, an updated model of RT domain

has been built. Limited proteolysis derived cleavage data validates the model. We also show

bioinformatically the relationship of LINEs with the central spliceosomal protein, Prp8. The de-
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tailed description of the technique and results sections are included in chapter 2. Finally in chap-

ter 3, concluding remarks are stated along with limitations, implications and future directions.  
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2.1 Abstract

R2 elements are a clade of early branching long interspersed nucleotide elements

(LINEs). LINEs are retrotransposable elements whose replication can have profound effects on

the genomes in which they reside. No crystal or EM structures exist for the reverse transcriptase

(RT) and linker regions of LINEs. Using limited proteolysis as a probe for globular domain

structure, we show that the protein encoded by the Bombyx mori R2 element has two major glob-

ular domains: 1) a small globular domain consisting of the N-terminal zinc finger and Myb mo-

tifs, and 2) a large globular domain consisting of the RT, linker, and restriction-like endonuclease

(RLE). Further digestion of the large domain occurs primarily within the fingers and palm of the

RT. Mapping these RT cleavages onto an updated model of the RT indicated that a largely hy-

drophobic face of the RT and the thumb of the RT are largely protected from proteolytic cleav-

age. The thumb of the R2Bm RT is presumably protected by the linker. The RT model used in

this study was generated using modern protein homology/threading algorithms. The crystal struc-

ture of Prp8, a eukaryotic splicing factor, was a major template used in building the R2Bm RT

model, particularly the thumb region. The RT of Prp8 shares a number commonalities with the

RT of LINEs (e.g., RT0, RT2a, RT3a, RT6a insertions and a palm traversing helix that connects

-1 to RT0). Further, the large fragment of Prp8 consists not only of a RT but also an RLE and a

linker connecting the two regions. The linker sequences adjacent to the RLE in LINEs and Prp8

share a set of two important α-helices and a (presumptive) ββα structural motif. Finally, the RLE

found in LINEs is strikingly similar to the RLE found in Prp8. Both RLEs share a unique catalyt-
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ic core residue spacing as well as several other key conserved residues. Prp8 and LINEs may

have had a common ancestor. 

2.2 Introduction

Long interspersed nucleotide elements (LINEs) are a major class of retrotransposable ele-

ments. LINEs package their transcribed RNA into ribonucleoprotein particles (RNP) using ele-

ment encoded proteins translated from the mRNA being packaged. LINEs insert their genetic

material back into the host genome at a new location by target primed reverse transcription

(TPRT)1–5. TPRT is initiated by cleavage of one of the target chromosomal strands by an element

encoded DNA endonuclease. The free 3'-OH DNA end generated by the DNA endonuclease is

used to prime reverse transcription of the element RNA, thus inserting a new DNA copy of ele-

ment into the host genome.

All LINEs are believed to require the same basic activities to integrate: RNA binding

activity, DNA binding activity, DNA endonuclease activity, reverse transcriptase (RT) activity,

and completion of integration by second strand synthesis. There are two major groups of LINEs.

The two groups share a common RT and a gag knuckle-like CCHC motif. The two groups differ

in their open reading frame (ORF) structures, RNA binding domains, DNA binding domains, and

DNA endonuclease domains used to form the element RNP and to integrate into the host DNA. 

The earlier branching group has a single ORF. The ORF encodes a multifunctional

protein with N-terminal zinc finger and Myb motifs, a RT, a gag-knuckle like motif, and a

restriction-like endonuclease (RLE) (reviewed in6,7). This group of LINEs is generally site-

specific during integration. The insect R2 element is a well studied example of this early
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branching LINE group.

The later branching group has two open reading frames. The second open reading is

similar to that of the earlier branching group. It encodes an apurinic-apyrimidinic family

endonuclease (APE), a RT, and the gag knuckle-like motif (reviewed in8–12 ). The mammalian L1

element is a well studied example of this later branching LINE group. 

While crystal structures exist for the APE endonuclease and for the protein product of the

first ORF of APE LINEs, no crystal or cryo-EM structures exist for the RLE LINEs nor for the

regions common between the two groups of LINEs13–17. Our previous paper reported a protein

threading model for the restriction-like endonuclease of R2 elements18. This paper reports the

globular domain structure of R2Bm as probed by limited proteolysis. An updated model of the

R2 RT is also presented along with an analysis of the linker region between the RT and the

endonuclease. The R2 proteolytic data in conjunction with sequence-structure alignments of the

RT, linker, and RLE indicate that RLE LINEs share a number of commonalities with the large

fragment of Prp8, a highly conserved eukaryotic splicing factor.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Protein expression and purification

R2Bm protein was expressed and purified as previously described18,19. Briefly, the R2Bm

protein used in this study was ΔNR2Bm. The ΔNR2Bm construct removes the variable N-

terminal found in R2 elements (the first 69 amino acids from R2Bm genbank entry M16558.1)
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and adds a six histidine tag on the C-terminal end of the protein18,19. The ΔNR2Bm expression

construct was put into BL21 Escherichia coli cells. Five hundred mililiter of cultures were

grown in LB broth, expressed with IPTG, lysed, and the soluble material purified over a Talon

affinity column (Clontech #635501). The R2Bm protein was eluted off the column in 50 mM

HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 50% glycerol, 0.1% triton X-100, 150 mM imidazole. Proteins

were stored in elution buffer supplemented with 1 mM DTT (final concentration) at -20° C. R2

protein was quantified by SYPRO Orange (Sigma #S5692) staining of samples run on SDS-

PAGE relative to a BSA standard (Biorad #500-0202). All quantitations were done using Fiji

software analysis of digital photographs20.

2.3.2 Limited proteolysis of R2Bm protein and processing of the polypeptides 

Limited digestion of purified R2 protein was carried out in the absence of nucleic acids

using a trace amount of GluC (NEB, #P8100S) or LysC (Promega, #V1671) protease. Digestion

was stopped using SDS loading buffer (to a final concentration of 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.8 final;

4% SDS; 10 mM DTT) and heated. Proteolytic fragments were carbamidomethylated (55 mM

final, Alfa aesar, #A14715) in the loading buffer in the dark at room temperature for 30 minutes

prior to loading21 onto a precast (Biorad criterion polyacrylamide gel, 18% and 4-15%) SDS-

PAGE gel. The resolved protein fragments were stained with colloidal coomassie blue

(Invitrogen, #LC6025). Prominent bands from across the proteolytic time course were excised

from the gel, cut into 1 mm pieces, and destained using 25 mM NH4HCO3/50% Acetonitrile

(ACN). Gel pieces were shrunk with 100% ACN (VWR, #BDH6002-4) and dried by Speed

Vac22–24 (Eppendorf).
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The primary amines, including the amino-terminal end of the proteolytic fragments, were

acetylated25 in the gel slice using 15% acetic anhydride (Sigma, #320102) for 5 hours at room

temperature within the individual excised gel fragments26. Acetylation was stopped by adding

1M NH4HCO3 (Sigma, #40867) solution. After 20 minutes, the gel pieces were shrunk by 100%

ACN.

The dried gel pieces were swelled in 25 mM NH4HCO3 containing trypsin or GluC for

1.5 hours at 4oC and any unabsorbed NH4HCO3 solution was then discarded. The gel pieces were

covered with 25 mM NH4HCO3 and the in-gel digestion was carried out overnight at 37oC.

Peptides from in-gel digestion reaction were collected in the supernatant. Additional extractions

with 0.1% Formic acid (FA)(Sigma, #399388) and 50% ACN/0.1% FA were also collected and

added to the supernatant. The supernatant was dried in a Speed Vac and purified over C18 zip tip

using standard procedures22–24.

To catch any major cleavage sites that did not result in isolatable SDS-page bands,

limited proteolysis reactions were run on SDS-PAGE gel for a very short time so as to not

resolve bands, rather keeping them clustered near the well. The top portion of these lanes were

excised and processed as above so as to remove triton and otherwise prepare the polypeptides for

mass spectrometry thus avoiding the precipitation of the larger R2Bm protein fragments that

occurs if the polypeptide processing (for mass spectrometry) was done in solution instead of in-

gel. This abbreviated in-gel procedure is roughly equivalent to a direct “in-solution” detection of

cleavage sites.
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2.3.3 Mass spectrometry and Edman degradation

The eluted peptides were resuspended in 0.1% FA for sequencing by nanoLC-ESI-MS/

MS using a Thermo Scientific LTQ Velos Pro ion trap mass spectrometer. R2 peptides were

identified using Thermo Proteome Discoverer software (version 2.0); a database of R2Bm

protein fragments was created, and a peptide was assigned as either N-term25 end or internal

peptide based on the position of acetyl groups in the peptide sequence. The internal peptides

generated after trypsin (second) digestion will lack an acetyl group at the N-term end, as

acetylation is performed prior to the second protease digestion step. 

Amino-terminal sequencing of the separated proteolytic fragments was used to map the

protease cleavage sites back onto the primary sequence of R2 and thus delimit globular domain

boundaries. The internal peptides were also identified from the MS/MS spectrum. The internal

peptide coverage and sequence was used to help verify the peptide location within the R2 ORF

and act as a rough estimation of the C-terminal boundary of the fragment, along with SDS-PAGE

estimation of the fragment’s molecular weight.

For detection by Edman degradation, an SDS-PAGE gel was electrophoresed onto a

PVDF membrane. Excised bands on the PVDF membrane were sent to UT Southwestern

proteomics core for Edman sequencing. 

2.3.4 3D modeling and multiple sequence alignments

Phyre 2.0 protein fold recognition server was used to model the RT domain of R2Bm

protein27. Different length of R2Bm sequence upstream and downstream of RT domain were
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submitted for modeling. Model visualization was aided by UCSF Chimera package. Chimera is

developed by the Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization and Informatics at the University of

California, San Francisco, CA, USA28. 

The PROMALS3D server was used for structure based alignment with minor manual

adjustments. Seventy five LINE sequences were aligned first in PROMALS3D server that

included 31 RLE LINE and 44 APE LINEs. Using this LINE alignment as constraint, an

extended alignment was built with 3 nMat proteins, 5 group II introns, 7 RVT genes and 10 Prp8

proteins29,30. The secondary structure was plotted on the multiple sequence alignment (built by

PROMALS3D) using Ali2D tool from MPI bioinformatic toolkit31. Aliview and clustalX

softwares were used for viewing and editing of the PROMALS3D alignment32,33. Heat-map was

generated using Gitools34.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Mapping and sequencing LysC protease resistant fragments of R2Bm protein  

In order to probe the globular domain structure of R2Bm, R2Bm protein was subjected

to limited proteolysis by one of several proteases. LysC, which cleaves on the C-terminal side of

lysine residues, was one of these proteases. There are 42 lysine residues in the expressed and

purified R2Bm protein. Aliquots from the digestion reaction were pulled at different time points

and the reactions terminated. The digestion profile of R2 protein cleaved by LysC at the different

time points were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 2-1A on page 35). 
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Figure 2-1. Mapping and sequencing LysC protease resistant fragments of R2Bm protein. 
A) R2Bm protein was digested with LysC protease and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Major observed
bands were designated LA-LI. Triangle represents a time course of LysC digestion. The
molecular weight (MW) marker values are given. B) Identification of proteolytic fragments of
R2Bm protein. Bands from panel A were cut out, further processed, and analyzed by nano-LC-
ESI-MS/MS sequencing. The N-terminal of the band producing fragment was identified by
acetylation. Internal peptides were sequenced as well. The y and b ions that identified the N-
terminal end are indicated. Symbols: * = acetylation; @ = oxidation; ! = carbamidomethylation.
The spectrum is given in the supplemental data. C) Map of the band purified R2Bm fragments.
A detailed diagram of the R2Bm open reading frame (ORF) is given along with amino acid and
KD rulers. The boundaries of the R2Bm proteolytic resistant fragments LA-LI are mapped below
along with the amino acid and primary sequence position of first amino acid of the fragment. The
C-terminal ends were not exactly pinpointed but were roughly determined using the apparent
MW from the SDS-PAGE gel and by the coverage of internal peptides sequenced by nano-LC-
ESI-MS/MS. Abbreviations: zinc finger (ZF) and restriction-like endonuclease (RLE). 
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in the time course (e.g. LA, LC, LF and LG) while other bands appeared at later time points

(e.g., LE, LH, and LI). Collectively, these bands represent protease resistant R2Bm fragments.

The protease resistant fragments were excised from the gel, acetylated, and then digested to

completion with trypsin. The peptides resulting from the trypsin digest were sequenced by nano-

LC-ESI mass spectrometry. The original N-terminal end(s) of the protease resistant fragment

(i.e., those ends resulting from LysC cleavage) were identifiable as they had been acetylated25.

The N-terminal ends resulting from LysC cleavage in bands LA-LI are reported in Figure 2-1B

on page 35. The y and b ion series that allowed the N-terminal peptide identification are given.

The MS/MS spectrum in support of the peptide identification are provided in Supplemental

Figure S1A (Appendix A). The internal peptides resulting from further trypsin cleavage of the

LysC resistant bands were similarly sequenced by MS/MS (Figure S1B in Appendix A). 

The approximate C-terminal end of LysC protease resistant fragments LA-LI were

determined by sequencing of the internal peptides and by the apparent molecular weight of the

original protease resistant bands on SDS PAGE gels given the experimentally determined N-

terminal end. The peptide sequencing data derived from bands LA-LI have been mapped back

onto the linear domain structure of R2Bm and are summarized in Figure 2-1C on page 35. 

Full length R2Bm (118 kD) was quickly processed by LysC to form a large ~89 kD LA

band and shorter ~29 kD LF and ~22 kD LG bands. The LF band was found to have fragment

with alternative N-terminal ends that mapped near the beginning of the R2Bm ORF, at amino

acid residues four and seven—a serine (S4) and a glutamic acid (E7), respectively. Internal

peptides of the LF fragment included the ZF and Myb domains and ended within -1, a conserved

basic region involved in RNA binding35. The fragment from band LG was similar to the LF
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fragment except that fragment LG was ~60 amino acids shorter. Fragment LG had an N-terminal

end that mapped to amino acid R64 of the R2Bm ORF, removing most of the ZF from the

fragment. The C-terminal end of the LG fragment appeared to be similar to LF.

The polypeptide that constituted the large ~89 kD LA band had two alternative N-

terminal ends, R242 and C256. The LA fragment spanned from -1 to the end of the ORF. The LA

fragment contained the entire RT, the endonuclease, and the linker region connecting the RT and

endonuclease domains. 

Another large prominent band appeared along with band LA at the earlier time points,

band LC. The fragment from band LC consisted of part of the RT, starting within RT6, at amino

acids S595 and H609, and ending at the end of the R2Bm ORF. Like the LA fragment, the LC

fragment contained the endonuclease domain in addition to the RT. 

Band LB was present at low amounts across the time series in Figure 2-1 A (page 35).

At different protease ratios, however, band LB was only prominent at earlier time points (data

not shown). Fragment LB had about 30 more amino acids of the RT than did fragment LC.

Fragment LB is likely processed into fragment LC.

At later time points, fragments LA, LB, and LC were further processed. Band LD

consisted of two non-overlapping fragments, LD(i) and LD(ii), of about the same size. In the

18% gel the LD fragments ran as a single band while on the gradient gel a doublet was observed

(Figure 2-1A, page 35). The first LD fragment, LD(i), consisted of the bulk of the RT, from V385

which was located in RT1, through most of the thumb. The second LD fragment, LD(ii) started

near the end of the thumb at amino acid A719 and continued through the end of the ORF.

Fragment LD(ii) contained the endonuclease and the linker region that connects the
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endonuclease to the RT. 

Fragment LC gets cleaved at K763 to generate bands LE and LI. Band LI consisted of

the N-terminal portion of fragment LC with an N-terminal end of H609. The fragment in band

LE had a N-terminal end of S764 and contained the linker and RLE. Band LE was a major late

appearing band that accumulated over time. Fragments LC and LD(ii) are likely both processed

into fragment LE. 

Band LH consisted of a fragment with an N-terminal end located at the beginning of the

Myb domain at amino acid R82. The polypeptide appeared to be derived from fragments LF and/

or LG but was further truncated at the N-terminal end. 

As fragments from the RT and the ZF/Myb regions of the ORF were processed into

smaller polypeptides, those polypeptides became difficult to resolve and visualise on SDS-

PAGE, especially on preparative gels. Depending upon the gel percentage and band location, an

excised gel slice can still contain signal from bands just above or below that area. In the later

time points the background between bands increases due to non-banding polypeptides. We did

not trust our ability to identify bands and N-terminal ends below about 18 kD.

 
2.4.2 Mapping and sequencing of GluC protease resistant fragments of R2Bm protein 

The second protease used to probe globular domain structure of R2Bm was GluC. GluC

cleaves on the C-terminal side of glutamic acid residues, and to a lesser extent (100-fold) aspartic

acid residues. There are 69 glutamic acid residues and 47 aspartic acid residues in the R2Bm

protein. Aliquots were pulled from the digestion reaction at different time points and terminated.

The digestion profile of R2Bm protein cleaved by GluC at the different time points was analyzed
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by SDS-PAGE (Figure 2-2A). 

The protease resistant bands visualised on the SDS-PAGE were labeled GA-GK. The

A-K designators, however, do not necessarily equate to an equivalent LysC resistant R2 fragment

as the designators are by order of apparent-molecular-weight and not by R2 ORF region. The

protease resistant fragments were excised from the gel, processed and sequenced by nano-LC-

ESI mass spectrometry. The y and b ion series that allowed the N-terminal peptide identification

are given for each band (Figure 2-2B). 

Figure 2-2. Limited proteolysis of R2Bm protein with GluC protease. A) R2Bm protein was di-
gested with GluC protease and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Major observed bands were designated
GA-GK. B) Identification of proteolytic fragments of R2Bm protein. Bands from panel A were
cut out, further processed, and analyzed by nano-LC-ESI-MS/MS sequencing. The N-terminal of
the band producing fragment was identified by acetylation. The y and b ions that identified the
N-terminal end are indicated. Symbols: * = acetylation; @ = oxidation; ! = carbamidomethyla-
tion. The spectrum is given in the supplemental data. 
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kD (band GA) and a small fragment of about 30 kD (band GH). The large fragment, GA,

consisted of the RT, linker, and RLE. The small fragment consisted of the N-terminal region of

the R2Bm protein. The protein fragments isolated from bands GB-GF were, to a first

approximation further truncations of the GA fragment where the truncating cleavages were

located within the RT. The most prominent of these fragments and bands were GC, GE, and GF.

Bands GE and GF appeared late in the time course. The fragments isolated from bands GJ and

GK were, to a first approximation, further truncations of band GH. As band GH disappeared,

band GJ became more prominent. As band GJ disappeared, band GK appeared. The two bands

marked GG were prominent on the 18% acrylamide gel because of a band compression artifact.

The GG area contained faint bands and a diffuse smear on the gradient gel. The lower of the two

bands appeared to be GluC while the upper band could not be ascertained. Band GI also could

not be ascertained. 

There were several alternative N-terminal ends found for fragment GA: L252, M279,

A300. Fragments GH and GJ also were found to have several alternative N-terminal ends: N8,

A12, R21. In order to aid in interpreting the N-terminal ends of the protease resistant R2Bm

fragments, especially early and late cleavage determinations, and to attain a more comprehensive

accounting of cleavages that did not give rise to readily observable bands, an experiment was

performed where GluC cleavages were detected at a given time point without separating

individual proteolytic fragments. Instead of fractionating the fragments, the terminated protease

reaction was run into the SDS-PAGE gel only a few millimeters. A fairly large section of gel near

the wells was then excised and processed for cleavage detection (Figure 2-3B, page 41). This

technique of running the reaction minimally into the gel is a near equivalent to direct detection in
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solution (i.e., no gel fractionation). For technical reasons (see materials and methods), however,

it was necessary to have the proteolysis reaction processed through a gel slice. Each column of

boxes below the ORF map is a potential GluC cleavage site (D/E), or rather the amino acids

immediately following a GluC cleavage site that would become acetylated if the preceding D or

E residue were cleaved. Each progressive row is a (longer) time point with identified cleavages

reported as a heat map of peptide spectral match (psm) values for each site for each time point.

In the heatmap data, there appeared to have been several pre-existing R2Bm N-terminal ends

present in the R2Bm protein preparation as N-terminal signals at positions P36, P185, and S786

were detected in the zero time point on the heatmap. No major bands on the SDS-page gels,

however, were attributable to these fragments. 

Figure 2-3. Map of GluC generated R2Bm fragments. A) Map of the band purified R2Bm frag-
ments. The major GluC generated R2Bm fragments detected in Figure 2-2 are mapped below the
ORF diagram and rulers. B) Heat map of gluC cleavages found in non-fractionated digestion re-
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actions of R2Bm protein across time. Each column of boxes represents a GluC cleavage site.
GluC cleaves after a E residue, indicated by a dot above the column, or a D residue (no dot). The
positions of the amino terminal ends generated by observable GluC cleavages are given below
the boxes. The number of peptide spectral matches (# PSM) are color coded as shown in key.
The R2Bm ORF is diagramed below the heat map. Each row is a different time point with the
top row being the zero time point (no GluC) and the bottom row being 8 hours. The triangle rep-
resents increasing time of GluC digestion.

Comparing the heat map results (Figure 2-3B) with the data derived from the SDS-

PAGE bands (Figure 2-2, page 39) provided an extra window into the relative cleavability and

timing of several important cleavage sites. It appeared that the major early cleavage events were

near the start of the RT. Cleavage at E278 was the most robust cleavage event and gave rise to

fragments GA and GH. The cleavage event in domain -1 (also called -1) at position E251 was

also a major cleavage event. Cleavage at E251 peaked midway through the digestion reaction as

band GJ become prominent. Cleavage at E251 occurred in the full protein as well as a C-terminal

truncation of fragment GH. The A300 N-terminal end of band GA appeared to be the result of a

later cleavage event that further truncated the original GA fragment. The A300 N-terminal end of

a late time point GA fragment was confirmed by Edman degradation (data not shown).

Another major cleavage event in Figure 2-3B was an early event located at E507.

Amino acid E507 is within RT4 and cleavage at this location resulted in fragment GC. Two other

prominent cleavage locations in Figure 2-3B (page 41), E614 and E649, were later cleavage

events and gave rise to fragments GE and GF, respectively. Amino acid E614 is located in RT6

and E649 is located at the beginning of the thumb of the RT. The N-terminal ends of fragments

GC and GF were confirmed by Edman degradation (data not shown). Other cleavages were

observed within the RT in Figure 2-3B, not all of which gave rise to major stable fragments

visible on the SDS-PAGE gel. Interior RT fragments, i.e., those not associated with the linker and
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RLE, were either heterogeneous in nature or unstable such that bands were not observed on an

SDS-PAGE gel.

The N-terminal ends of the GH and GJ fragments, like GA, were ragged. The GH and

GJ fragments had N-terminal ends of N8, A12, and R21. While all three positions were robust in

Figure 2-3B, cleavage at E11 to generate the A12 end was the most prominent. It should be

noted, however, that the original N-terminal end of the R2 protein was not tracked as the

combination of proteases used in generating the peptides for MS/MS sequencing generated

peptides too small to be readily detected. There is likely a time dependant shortening of the ends

that we were unable to quantify accurately. Beyond the GH to GJ to GK progression, although

Figure 2-3B would seem to indicate that there was progressive gnawing back of the N-terminal

end in the E7-E50 region by the protease. 

2.4.3 Protein threading model of the R2Bm RT and mapping of the protease cleavages onto the
model:

It has been a nearly 20 years since a model of the R2 RT has been generated using

homology modeling and protein threading36. The updated RT model shown in Figure 2-4 (page

45) was constructed using the Phyre 2.0 protein modeling server27. The model spanned amino

acid residues Y246-P754 of the expressed ΔNR2Bm protein and spanned from the end of -1

through the thumb of the RT18,19. The initial residues, Y246-E263, and the final residues, R736-

P754, were modeled by ab initio by the modeling program. Residues V264-V735 residues,

however, were modeled with high homology confidence using four known protein structures as

templates: 5hhl (chain A), 5g2X (chain C), 4i43 (chain B) and 1khv (chain A) (Figure 2-4A)37–40.

The first two templates are group II intron RTs: the cryo-EM structure of lactococcal group II
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intron LtrA protein (5g2xC) and the crystal structure of the Eubacterium rectale group II intron

RT (5hhlA). The third template is the RT found in the eukaryotic splicing factor Prp8. The fourth

templates is the caliciviral RNA dependent RNA polymerase (d1khva). Only the high

confidence regions of the R2Bm RT were kept in the final model, the ab initio regions were

deleted from the 3D depictions presented in Figure 2-4B to 2-4E (page 45).

The region between -1 and RT0 (V264-P322) was modeled solely from the RNA

dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP), but was of high confidence. The region from RT0 through

RT2a (I323-R449) was built using the two group II intron RTs and the RNA dependent RNA

polymerase. The RT3-RT6 area (K450-L602) was modeled using the group II intron structures,

RNA dependent RNA polymerase, and Prp8. The area between RT6 and RT7 was modeled only

from Prp8. RT7 was modeled by the group II intron structures as well as Prp8. The thumb was

modeled using only the Prp8 crystal structure as a template.
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Figure 2-4. Modeling of the R2Bm RT domain and mapping of the proteolytic cleavages onto
the RT model. A) R2Bm RT model construction and confidence report from Phyre2. 5hhl: crystal
structure of the RT domain of the group II intron encoded protein from Eubacterium rectale.
5g2xC: the maturase protein in the cryo-EM structures of a spliced Lactococcus lactis group II A
intron RNP. 4i43B: the splicing factor Prp8 protein large domain crystal structure. 1khv: the
crystal structure of rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. B) Rib-
bon model representation of R2Bm RT with several key regions highlighted. Pinky (RT0) is col-
ored red as is the middle finger of RT4. The region spanning from a portion of the -1 to RT0 is in
yellow. This region includes a remnant of -1 loop, the index finger α-helix, and the α-helix that
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traverses palm. The ring finger (RT1) is in blue as is the RT2 α-helix. C) Coulombic surface ren-
dering of the R2Bm model. D) Early proteolytic cleavage sites mapped onto the R2Bm RT mod-
el. Dark green coloring mark glutamic acid and aspartic acid residues that were cleaved. Pale
green mark glutamic acid and aspartic acid residues that were not cleaved. Pink coloring mark
lysine residues that were cleaved. Pale purple mark lysine residues that were not cleaved. E) Ear-
ly plus later proteolytic cleavage sites mapped onto the the R2Bm RT model. Markings are as in
panel D.

A ribbon diagram of the R2Bm RT model is presented in Figure 2-4B. The R2Bm RT

assumed the canonical hand-like configuration, with fingers, palm, and thumb regions, and was

very similar to RdRP41–44. The thumb region was very long and prominent in R2Bm. The -1,

index finger, and middle finger formed one of two bulbous regions as in RdRP. The pinky finger

(RT0) formed the second bulbous region. Just behind index and middle-finger was the ring finger

(RT1 β-strands). The RT2 α-helix was positioned behind RT0. The region spanning from -1 to

RT0 (yellow in the ribbon diagram) includes the index finger and the palm-traversing α-helix.

The index finger and RT0 are connected by the palm traversing α-helix, a feature

shared between RdRP, Prp8 and, apparently, LINE polymerases (Figure 2-5A and 2-5B).

Telomerases have the index finger α-helix, but lack RT0 (the pinky finger) as well as the palm-

traversing α-helix (figure 2-5D). In group II intron RTs, the index finger and palm traversing

helix are not present (figure 2-5C). Group II intron RTs do, however, have an RT0 and an

extension to the RT0 termed NTD, both positioned on the pinky finger side (PDB ID: 5hhl and

5g2x)37,38. HIV-1 RTs do not contain IFD, RT0 and palm traversing alpha helix but the index

finger is present (figure 2-5E).
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Figure 2-5. Structural overlays of R2Bm RT on A) hepatitis C virus NS5B RNA dependent
RNA polymerase (PDB ID: 1c2p45 Chain A), B) pre-mRNA splicing factor protein spp42 reverse
transcriptase domain (PDB ID: 3jb946 Chain A), C) Roseburia intestinalis group II intron encod-
ed reverse transcriptase (PDB ID: 5hhj38 chain A), D) Tribolium custaneum telomerase catalytic
subunit TERT (PDB ID: 3du547 chain A), and E) HIV-1 (PDB ID: 1rth48 Chain A). R2Bm RT is
shown in tan and all the rest of the RTs are shown in cornflower blue in the respective overlays.
The index finger, palm traversing helix and RT0 are colored in yellow for R2Bm RT. 

The index finger region is important for the polymerization functions. A monoclonal

antibody directed against the vicinity of the index finger of the hepatitis C virus RdRP was found

to inhibit both primer-dependent and de novo RNA synthesis49.  

The pinky finger region is also important for polymerization. The RT0 of R2Bm and

group II intron RTs share a set of antiparallel α-helices connected by a loop37,38,50,51. In RdRP the

RT0 homologue is the ‘G-loop,’ or “motif G’. The G-loop functions in template-RNA binding

and translocation41,52. A monoclonal antibody directed against the G-motif was found to be

inhibitory to primer-dependent RNA synthesis but not de novo RNA synthesis49. The RT0

domain of RLE LINEs contains a PGPD motif in the loop. The PGPD motif, when mutated in

R2Bm, abolished template jumping activity of the RT and reduced, to some extent, overall

polymerization activity35. Template jumping activity is also observed in RdRP, Mauriceville

retroplasmid, and group II intron RTs53–55. Mutation of the PGPD motif in R2Bm also reduced the

B CA D E
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binding to the 5’ and 3’ PBM RNAs35. The group II inton protein's RT0 and its extension (the

NTD) are involved in binding DIVa of the group II intron RNA37,56,57. The interaction between

RT0 and DIVa is required for positioning the intronic-RNA-template for reverse transcription

(TPRT), but is not strictly essential for splicing56. 

RLE LINEs, telomerase, and group II introns possess RNA binding domains upstream

(N-terminal) of the reverse transcriptase. In the case of the group II intron protein, the N-terminal

domain is an extension of RT0 and resides on that side of the RT (the pinky finger side). The

extended RT0, along with IFD, bind to DIVa of the intron RNA37,56. In R2, the RNA binding

domain -1 is on the opposite side of the fingers from RT0. The remnants of domain -1 is on the

index finger side. Mutations in -1 abolished 5’ and 3’ PBM RNA binding35. Telomerases also

contain an RNA binding region upstream of the RT that is involved in binding RNA. The RNA

binding domains do not appear to be of similar origin47,58,59.

A coulombic surface map is presented in Figure 2-4C (page 45). The R2Bm RT adopts

an overall shape of a curved wedge with the backside of the thumb being the sharp edge. One of

the two comparatively flat sides is the thumb-to-RT0 face. This face has a small central acidic

patch surrounded by mostly hydrophobic residues in the model. The other fairly flat side is the

thumb to index finger side and is predominantly basic. The third side is rounded. It spans from

the index finger to RT0 and has a central vertical streak of acidic residues running through a

central streak of (mostly) hydrophobic residues. The streaks are centered between below the ring

finger. The hydrophobic regions and perhaps the acidic patches/streaks within them, are potential

areas of further protein-protein interactions.

The R2Bm RT model was used for mapping the earlier cleavages (Figure 2-4D) as well
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as all of the cleavages (early plus later, Figure 2-4E on page 45) for both LysC and GluC

proteases. LysC cleaves on the C-terminal side of K residues. There are 18 K residues in the

R2Bm RT model, 6 of which are cleaved to some degree. Cleavage in the ab initio regions are

included in the cleavage count, although the ab initio sequences have been deleted from the 3D

models in the figure. GluC cleaves on the C-terminal of E residues, and much less often on the

C-terminal side of D residues. There are 30 E residues in the R2Bm RT, 14 of which are cleaved

to some degree. There are 26 D residues in the RT, six of which are weakly cleaved. Most of the

early cleavages mapped to the -1 ab initio regions (not shown), the index finger and the tip of the

middle finger. There was also a cleavage on the basic face between the thumb and -1. Some of

the next cleavages were also on the basic face as well as on the RT0 protrusion and on the knife

edge (the backside) of the thumb. Most of the prominent thumb was protected from cleavage.

Later cleavages were found on the secondary structures just behind where the first cleavage were

(e.g. the regions behind the index finger α-helix) and on the flat hydrophobic thumb-to-RT0 face

inside the acidic patch.

2.4.4 The large fragment of the eukaryotic splicing factor Prp8 and restriction-like endonucle-

ase bearing LINEs share a common set of sequence motifs and structure 

RTs share a common set of sequence domains numbered 1-7 and a thumb region50,51,60–

62. The thumb usually contains a three helix bundle. In addition to the thumb and RT1 through

RT7, the RT of LINEs contain insertions: 0, 2a, 3a, and 6a. Several of these insertions are present

in other eukaryotic RTs (Supplemental Figure S5 in Appendix C and50,51,60–62). The RT domain of
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Prp8 is very similar to that of LINEs, having 0, 2a, 3a, 4a, and 6a insertions. The telomerase RT

encodes 2a, and 3a. The RT of group II intron proteins encode 0, 2a, 3a, 4a, and 7a.

The area between the reverse transcriptase and the RLE in RLE LINEs is the linker

region. The linker in RLE LINEs was predicted to be predominantly α-helical with six major

helices with some groups having 2-3 additional helices (Supplemental Figure S5 in Appendix C).

A weak scoring helix was also often observed in the highly-conserved (presumptive) gag-

knuckle (see below). The linker of APE LINEs were more diverse with 5 -14 predicted helical

regions. The crystal structure and EM-structures of Prp8 have about 13 helices. β-strands were

less prevalent in the linker of RLE LINEs than APE LINEs (typically about 0-2 vs 4-6). Among

the RLE LINEs, only Utopia may contain comparatively high number of linker β-strands.

A multiple alignment and Ali2D secondary structure prediction is presented for the

most conserved portion of the linker for LINEs and Prp8 (Figure 2-6A). Near the end of the

linker region of LINEs is the highly conserved cysteine-histidine rich motif (CCHC) with a

typical spacing of CX2-3CX7-8HX4C (Figure 2-6A). In many of the RLE LINE clades (e.g., R2,

Dong, NeSL, and Utopia) there was a conserved R residue between the first two C residues. APE

LINEs, although lacking a downstream RLE, have a linker region that also ends with the CCHC

motif. The spacing of the cysteines and histidine in the LINE CCHC motif is similar to that of

IAP domains, although a bit smaller, or gag-knuckles, although a bit larger63. IAP domains form

a ββα structure around zinc ion63. A gag-knuckle is β-strand followed by a knuckle (a sharp turn)

with a less structured finish (e.g., coil with bends)63. The zinc ion is coordinated by the C and H

residues of the motif63. The β-strands and α-helix are generally short. The canonical structure for

an IAP domain is indicated above the R2Bm sequence listed in Figure 2-6A as is the predicted
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(Ali2D) secondary structure for the linker region of RLE LINEs. For many RLE LINEs a short

α-helix was predicted near the H residue (Supplementary Figure S5 in Appendix C). For APE

LINEs, the area near the H was often predicted to be a β-strand. A β-strand was occasionally

predicted near the first C residue using JPRED for RLE LINEs (data not shown).
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Figure 2-6. Structure based alignments of linker and RLE regions of LINEs and Prp8. A) Mul-
tiple sequence alignment and Ali2D prediction of the most conserved region of the linker from
LINEs and Prp8. The Ali2D predicted α helices and β-strands for R2Bm protein are marked
above the R2Bm amino acid sequence. The canonical ββα structure of a gag-knuckle/IAP is also
presented above the R2Bm structure. The secondary structure of Prp8 is given below the Prp8 se-
quences. The Prp8 secondary structures are from several reported crystal and cryo-EM struc-
tures: 3JCM (cryo-EM of U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP), 5LJ3 (cryo-EM of core of spliceosome immedi-
ately after branching), 4i43B (crystal structure of Prp8 large domain). Rounded bars are α-helices
and arrows are β-strands. B) Multiple sequence alignment of the core αβββαβ fold from RLE-
LINEs, type II restriction enzymes, archeal Holliday junction resolvases, influenza PA endonu-
clease and Prp8. C) Overlay of the R2Bm RT and RLE onto the large fragment of Prp8. R2Bm
RT contains the early and late cleavage information (from Figure 2-4E). The R2Bm RLE is the
tan ribbon. The Prp8 reverse transcriptase and endonuclease is the blue ribbon. Prp8 ββα and dy-
namic helix and loop area are in red. Abbreviations: R2Bm = Bombyx mori R2 (M16558.1);
R2Lp = Limulus polyphemus R2 (AF015814.1); R2Dr = Danio rario R2 (34392533); R8Hm =
Hydra magnipapillata R8 (R8Hm-A from Repbase); R9Av = Adenata vaga R9 (ACV95454.1);
R4Pe = Parascaris equorum R4 (AAB02297.1); DongFr = Fugu rubripes Dong; CRE2Cf =
Crithidia fasciculata CRE2; CZARTc = Trypanosoma cruzi CZAR; HERODr = Danio rario
HERO; HEROBf = Branchiostoma floridae HERO; NeSLTv = Trichomonas vaginalis NeSL;
NeSLAc = Acanthamoeba castellanii NeSL; UtopAm = Alligator mississippiensis Utopia;
UtopCp = Crocodylus porosus Utopia; Prp8Hs = Homo sapiens Prp8 (NP_006436.3); Prp8Dm =
Drosophila melangaster Prp8 (NP_610735.1); Prp8At = Arabidopsis thaliana Prp8 (Q9T0I6);
Prp8Sc = Saccharomyces cerevisiae Prp8 (P33334); Prp8Sp = Schizosaccharomyces pombe
(O14187); PA En = Influenza virus PA endonclease (3HW4). 
DongFr (Dong_FR), CRE2Cf (CRE2), CZARTc (CZAR), HERODr (HERO-2_DR), HEROBf
(HERO-1_BF), NeSLTv (NeSL-1_TV), NeSLAc (NeSL-1_Aca), UtopAm (Utopia-1_Ami) and
UtopCp (Utopia-1_Crp) sequences were collected from Repbase64. Holiday junction resolvases
Ssol Hje (1ob8) and Ssol Hjc (1hh1) are from Sulfolobus solfataricus. Holiday junction resolvase
Stok Hjc (2eo0) is from Sulfolobus tokodaii str. 7 Pfur Hjc (1gef) is from Pyrococcus furiosus. 

It is not clear if Prp8 had a CCHC motif at one time that was subsequently mutated or

not (Figure 2-6A). There are several possible ways to align the Prp8 sequence/structure with the

LINE CCHC region. In Figure 2-6A, the CX2-3C of the LINE CCHC motif has been aligned with

NRAN in Prp8. In this configuration, there is a conserved R between the N residues of Prp8 and

a Y after the second N that may match the conserved R found in between the first two C’s in a
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number of the RLE LINE CCHC motifs and the nearby Y in Utopia. In Prp8 there are two

conserved H residues which one could potentially line up with the H of the LINE CCHC motif,

one H residue near the NRAN and an H residue just prior to the endonuclease. In Figure 2-6A we

aligned the H nearest to the NRAN to the H of the LINE CCHC motif. An alternative and

perhaps better method of aligning Prp8 and LINEs in this area is by structure. The secondary

structure of the region around the first Prp8 H residue mentioned above is a ββα structure, with

the H being in the second β-strand.

The two predicted α-helices upstream of the CCHC in LINEs tended to be separated by

LP. In R2 elements the sequence at the end of the first helix was highly conserved, being

KXRINALP or similar. In R2Bm the sequence was HTHINALP (see also reference36). The two

helices prior to the CCHC motif appear to be present in both RLE and APE LINEs. In the APE

LINE L1Hs, the sequence upstream of the gag knuckle that PROMALS3D aligned to the

R2 KXRINALP was TMRYHLTP of HMKKCSSSLIAREMQIKTTMRYHLTP. Conversion of

HMKK to AAAA and SSS to AAA reduced retrotransposition activity5. A recombinant C-

terminal 180 amino acid containing peptide (from SSS to the end of the ORF) bound RNA

nonspecifically, but a mutation of the CCHC motif within the peptide did not affect RNA

binding65. In the full-length protein, however, mutations of the conserved cysteines of the CCHC

motif affected RNP formation and knocked out retrotransposition activity in cell culture

assays5,66. In Prp8 the non-gag-knuckle ββα was at the RNA interface and was predicted to make

contact with mRNA in the U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP complex67.

Prp8 also appeared to have similarly positioned helices important for binding RNA67,68.

The KXRINALP helix equivalent in Prp8 was QFKKLTHAQRTGLS. The
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QFKKLTHAQRTGLS region was found to be dynamic in Prp8. In the U4/U6.U5 tri snRNP

(cryo-EM structure 3JCM) the area forms a loop (QFKK) plus an α-helix (HAQRTG). The loop

residues contact RNA and the Dib1 protein and was involved in branch point selection67,68. After

branching (cryo-EM structure 5LJ3), the area is not helical69. In the crystal structure (c4i43B),

which lacks RNA, this area is unresolved and is thus likely unstructured39,67,68,70. 

RLE LINEs, like R2Bm, encode a restriction-like DNA endonuclease downstream of

the CCHC motif (FIgure 2-6B). The DNA endonuclease found in RLE LINEs was found to have

fairly canonical αβββαβ restriction endonuclease-like fold, although it had a unique variant of the

PD-(D/E)XK catalytic core18. The catalytic K, which is usually near the D/E residue in the third

β-sheet, was found to be located much farther away in LINE RLE. The catalytic K in the LINE

RLE is the first K in the KX2KY motif. The second K is less conserved across R2 elements and

across RLE LINEs. The motif is located in the second α-helix18. The Y of the KX2KY, when

mutated, also reduces cleavage18. The catalytic K in Prp8 is located in an identical position as the

RLE of LINEs. The Y residue is also present in Prp8 and is identically positioned relative to the

catalytic K. The second K of the LINE KX2KY is not present. The similarities between the Prp8

RLE and the LINE RLE go beyond the endonuclease fold and the positioning of the catalytic

residues. At the far end of the endonuclease fold, just beyond the fourth β-strand, is a mutually

conserved GXW motif. At the other end of the RLE fold–at the beginning of the first α-helix–is a

conserved H residue and a conserved K residue. In R2Bm the equivalent is RH. Mutating the RH

residues in R2Bm severely reduces DNA binding and DNA cleavage18. At the end of the first β-

strand of both Prp8 and LINE RLEs is a conserved D/E that also appears to be unique to these

two groups. Except for a 22 amino acid insertion between β-sheets 2 and 3 of Prp8, both Prp8
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and LINE endonucleases are about the same size. Prp8 endonuclease appears to have the amino

acid residues needed for the cleavage activity, but the residues do not appear to be involved in

metal coordination in the crystal structure, rather these residues stabilize the polypeptide loop

blocking the active site39.

The model of the R2Bm RT, R2Bm RLE, and the large fragment of Prp8 are presented

as a structural overlay in Figure 2-6C. The model of the R2Bm RLE is presented as a ribbon

diagram as is the large fragment of Prp8. The ββα structure and the two α-helices upstream of the

ββα structure are highlighted. The Prp8 equivalent of the R2Bm HINALP

(QFKKLTHAQRTGLS) is positioned near the top of the thumb and is oriented toward the

fingers of the RT. The R2Bm RT is presented as a surface model with the potential and actual

protease cleavage sites highlighted as per Figure 2-4E. The protection from protease cleavage of

the R2 thumb is, in part, explained by the positioning of the linker, assuming the linker surrounds

much of the top half of the RT thumb as it does in Prp8 (Figure 2-6C). 

   
2.5 Conclusions

The R2Bm protein was found to be comprised of two major globular domains: the ZF/

Myb/-1 N-terminal domain and the RT/linker/RLE superdomain. The index finger of the RT and

the -1 region were the most accessible areas for protease cleavages to occur, indicating that this

region might represent a flexible conformational-switch area that may help coordinate the

nucleic acid binding and cleavage activities of the two globular domains. The ZF/Myb/-1 region

is present among all of the early branching LINEs with a variable number of ZFs and Myb
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motifs71. The primary variability in the RT/linker/RLE superdomain was in the linker, with Cre

elements often having a deletion relative to R2 and Utopia having an insertion. The linker was

predicted to be largely α-helical and across all RLE LINEs and, we hypothesize, closely

associated with both the RT thumb and the RLE, similar to Prp8. The linker of R2 contained

several highly conserved sequence motifs and secondary structures. Most notably the

presumptive-ββα-forming gag knuckle-like CCHC motif. Just upstream of the CCHC motif in

R2 elements are several predicted α-helices separated by a highly conserved KXRINALP motif.

The two helices prior to the CCHC motif appear to be present in both RLE and APE LINEs.

Mutations in the CCHC and preceding helical region affect retrotransposition5,66. 

The linker of Prp8 was also found to have an important ββα structure and an upstream

dynamic helix region important for interacting with nucleic acids67–70. In Prp8 the dynamic

helical region sits on top of the RT thumb and is oriented toward the fingers of the RT. It would

appear that the region immediately upstream of the ββα/CCHC in RLE LINE, APE LINEs, and

Prp8 might be structurally conserved and to a degree, functionally conserved. If the helices

preceding the ββα/CCHC in LINEs were positioned as it is in Prp8, it is easy to envision the

region participating in binding to element RNA or target DNA. 

The gag knuckle-like motif and associated upstream helices might promote switching

between polymerase active and endonuclease active conformations of the R2 protein in response

to binding insertion reaction intermediates. Our proteolysis study was done in the absence of

nucleic acids. In the absence of RNA, the R2 protein would be expected to adopt a conformation

that would have characteristics of the conformation involved in second-strand cleavage. It is

possible that in the presence of RNA or DNA our result would differ from those presented as the
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nucleic acid might block some sites from being cleaved while presenting other newly accessible

sites due to protein conformational changes induced by nucleic acid binding.

The RT of Prp8 has been noted to share similarities with RdRP and to the RTs encoded

by mobile group II introns and LINEs38,50. However, because Ppr8 and the group II intron protein

both function as splicing maturases, the similarity to group II introns has been stressed. While it

has been noted in the literature that the large fragment of Prp8 contains a RLE, the connection to

LINEs had not been presented beyond noting that LINEs also contain a RT and a RLE. In this

paper we shown through modeling, bioinformatics, and biochemistry that the LINE RT, linker,

and RLE share more points of commonality to the large fragment of Prp8 than does the group II

intron maturase.
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Chapter 3

Conclusions

3.1 Summary

Using limited proteolysis and mass spectrometry, we presented the 3D globular domain

structure of R2Bm protein, a site specific LINE encoded protein. We showed that the protein has

two major globular domains: the N-terminal ZF/Myb containing DNA binding domain and the

large RT/linker/EN superdomain. The -1 RNA binding motif was the preliminary cleavage site

indicating the motif is exposed and probably connects the two globular domains. An updated

model of reverse transcriptase domain was constructed; cleavage data from limited proteolysis

experiment was used to validate the model. Comparison among different groups of polymerases

(including RNA dependent RNA polymerase, group II intron reverse transcriptase, telomerase,

splicing factor protein Prp8's reverse transcriptase domain, HIV RT with LINE RT model)

revealed both shared structural properties as well as unique features among these polymerases.

Shared properties have implications of common functional role that can be explored using

mutational studies (discussed more in future extension section later in this chapter). 

The revelation that R2Bm protein possess a large RT/linker/EN superdomain led us to

explore commonalities between RLE LINE and central splicing factor protein Prp8, which also

possess a RT/linker/EN superdomain structure. Bioinformatic analysis showed striking similarity

between these two superdomain structures particularly in the thumb domain, RLE domain and
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two conserved motifs in the linker region that bear functional importance for Prp8 protein in the

spliceosomal complex. Similarity between R2Bm protein and Prp8 protein has been previously

postulated in literature because of the presence of the RT and RLE. We showed biochemically

and bioinformatically the close relationship between these two proteins. Early branching LINE

and Prp8 may have had a common ancestor.

The dissertation also shows promise in exploration of LINE encoded protein-nucleic acid

interaction by footprinting method and some other protein structural features using mass

spectrometric technique (see the preliminary data discussed in the future extension section later

in this chapter). 

3.2 Limitations

Visualization of the protein structure is still sought through atomic force microscopy,

cryo-EM or crystallography that can provide atomic details of protein model. Limited proteolysis

can be considered the preliminary step before crystallography as the proteolytically resistant

fragments are candidate for independently folded globular and functional domain expressible in

higher amount than the full length protein. The limited proteolysis experiment was designed

without nucleic acid; the proposed globular domain structure thus does not address protein

conformational changes in response to RNA or DNA binding. 
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3.3 Implications for APE LINEs

Like the early branching LINE encoded proteins, we predict the RT/linker/CCHC also

form a large superdomain in APE LINE ORF2 encoded proteins. The APE endonuclease is a

recent addition in the phylogenetically late branching LINEs1. From multiple sequence

alignment, the sequence conservation of RT, α-helix rich linker region, a conserved alpha helical

sequence motif and CCHC motif may indicate a common structure-function unit among the

RLE LINE and APE LINEs. Mutation in the CCHC and SSSS motifs of L1 linker have shown

reduced retrotransposition activity in vivo2, which indicate the above motifs' functional

importance as well.  

3.4 Future extension

3.4.1 Expression of independently folded globular domain in large amount for crystallography

and cryo-EM and functional testing

Crystallization or NMR technique is difficult for larger protein with low yield like R2Bm.

The limited proteolysis is a logical pre-step before these techniques. The proteolytically resistant

fragments are candidate area of the protein for forming natively folded globular domain structure

expressible in higher quantitiy. This can facilitate crystallization or NMR based structural

studies. The candidate domains also can be expressed for testing of function. Cryo-EM, which

does not require as much protein, can also be tried.
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3.4.2 Footprinting of R2Bm protein for mapping nucleic acid interacting amino acid residues

Global analysis of amino acid residues in the R2Bm protein involved in nucleic acid

interaction is possible with mass spectrometric footprinting analysis. Biotinylation of lysine

residues in presence and absence of R2Bm interacting nucleic acid can show us a footprint of

which lysine residues are protected from biotinylation in the presence of nucleic acid3–5. Adding

target DNA, 3' PBM RNA, 5' PBM RNA, branched DNA in combinations and separately will led

to the identification of lysine residues involved in interacting with corresponding nucleic acid.

Arginine modification with p-hydroxyphenylglyoxal (HPG)/ 1,2-cyclo-hexanedione (CHD)6 in

similar manner will yield information on nucleic acid interacting arginine residues. 

3.4.3 Preliminary data on lysine footprinting in presence of 3' PBM RNA

To carry out lysine footprinting analysis, optimization of biotin concentration for protein

surface lysine residues biotinylation that does not protein native conformation was first

attempted. R2Bm protein was first biotinylated at different concentration of biotin followed by

binding reaction with RNA and DNA (Figure 3-1). The least concentration of biotin that

hampered RNA and DNA binding was first chosen for protection assay (Figure 3-2 (A) and 3-2

(B)). Since single stranded RNA with primary amines groups in the bases can act as potential

competitor for biotin with primary amines of lysine, a sink test was incorporated (figure 3-2(A)).

Sink test indicated that RNA primary amines did not compete for biotin. Probably secondary

structure hided the primary amine groups or otherwise bound and masked by the protein and thus

rendering them inaccessible to the biotin reagent.
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Figure 3-1. Effect of biotin concentration on RNA binding activity of R2Bm protein. R2Bm
protein was first biotinylated or mock biotinylated followed by addition of quenching solution
(10 mM Tris final) and then biotinylated protein was allowed to bind RNA + DNA. Protein
bound to RNA was run on Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) gel. 32P radiolabeled
DNA was used as read-out of protein-RNA bound retarded DNA. 
Lane 1 is regular EMSA control reaction. Lane 2 is DNA only control. Lane 3 is no biotin
control.  The rest of the lanes contained biotin at increasing concentration (64 to 0.125 mM). 

Figure 3-2. Test for preservation of nucleic acid binding activity. A) Sink test and biotin protec-
tion assay with 16 mM biotin. B) Biotin protection assay at 2 mM and 8 mM biotin. 
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be addressed in the future design of the experiment. We used sulfo-NHS-biotin for lysine

modification. The reagent is readily soluble in water but after biotinylation the sulfo group leaves

imparting an insoluble characteristic. This renders the biotinylated protein at a particular level

precipitating out of solution, which we saw in our experiment as well. The precipitation

correlated with biotin concentration. So, we did footprinting assay in three different biotin

concentration (2 mM, 4mM and 8 mM) and with soluble or insoluble protein. At these three

different concentration protein was biotinylated either in presence or absence of 3' PBM RNA.

Biotinylated protein was loaded on pre-cast polyacrylamide gel. Only soluble fraction from 2

mM treatment, only insoluble fraction from 8 mM treatment and both soluble/insoluble protein

from the 4 mM treatment was loaded. Protein bands were excised, reduced & alkylated and then

completely digested with trypsin. Smaller trypsinized peptides were sequenced and identified by

nano-LC-ESI-MS/MS. The biotinylation profile in the peptides is compared in table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Protection of R2Bm lysine residues by 3' PBM RNA from biotinylation 

Peptide position in R2Bm
primary sequence

2 mM biotin 
(soluble)

4 mM biotin 
(soluble + 
insoluble)

8 mM biotin
(insoluble 
only)

AHPVETNTDAAPMM
VKR

N-terminal ZF N/A no? no?

ACRAMRPKTAGR -1 vicinity N/A yes N/A
AMEENKWTVELEPR starting of EN no? ? yes
AMRPKTAGR -1 vicinity N/A yes no/?
GVWSLTSYKELR RGVW motif but 

in 3D model of 
EN possess 
similar position 
as the 
AMEENKWTVE
LEPR peptide

no? yes N/A

KSAVLSMIPDGHR RT 6 N/A yes N/A
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TASAHKTSR -1 RNA binding 
motif

N/A yes yes?

VQELYKK -1 RNA binding 
motif

yes no? no?

VQELYKKCR -1 RNA binding 
motif

yes yes? yes?

WAWKQLR linker N/A no yes?

Table 3-2: Peptides that always or never biotinylated in the footprinting experiment

Peptides always biotinylated peptides that never
showed biotinylation

AAAKSDKIR
AGCKVR

APLKPQQR
GLGVHKR

HNKIVSFVAK
KAVGQWLR

KPDIIASR
KSNKENRPEASGLPLESER

LGLPKAECVR
NKYGNHGELVELVAGR

SNKENRPEASGLPLESER
TFNIGGKPLR
TLEAIKGQR
TPTSTKWIR

DYTQLWKPISVEEIK
ECHVAVLDFAK

LPADVPK
MLDVQIRK

The data indicate more robust protection in -1 domain and RT 6 subdomain. A weaker protection

is also likely in endonuclease domain (one of the endonuclease peptide being in the RGVW

motif). Since the biotinylation leads to protein precipitation, explaining protection of peptide

from biotinylation by RNA is difficult. A soluble PEG spacer containing biotin reagent might

solve the issue. 
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3.4.4 Identification of cysteine residues involved in disulfide bond formation in R2Bm protein

There are 28 cysteine residues in the R2Bm element encoded protein. It is possible that

several of these cysteine residues are involved in disulfide linkage(s). Identification of disulfide

linked cysteine residues would help strengthening the knowledge of the protein structure.

Different approaches including the differential reduction and alkylation of the cysteine residues

are noteworthy7–11. A preliminary experiment was carried out. R2Bm protein was digested in

acidic pH by GluC protease. Detergent was removed using ethyl acetate after digestion with

GluC protease and then dried in speed vac. Peptides were reconstituted in ammonium

bicarbonate and aliquoted into 3. One of the aliquot was spotted directly on MALDI plate after

zip-tiping. The second aliquot was only reduced and the third aliquot was both reduced and

alkylated. After reducing, the peptides were immediately zip-tiped and spotted on MALDI plate.

Alkylated peptides were zip-tiped and spotted on MALDI plate. Data acquisition was performed

in Axima Resonance (MALDI-QIT-TOF) in Shimadzu institute at UTA. The molecular weight of

the peptides were compared and analyzed using protein prospector's MS digest as well as MS

bridge tools. The preliminary experiment (figure 3-3) suggested that the cysteine residues in the

peptide SSLTCRAGCKVRE may, under the conditions tested, formed a disulfide bond,

although MS/MS sequencing confirmation was not performed. It should be noted, however, that

this disulfide bond may not be in the native structure of the protein. The two C's in question are

part of the CCHC motif and are thought to coordinate a Zn++ ion. If the hypothetical zinc were

lost, a disulfide bond might form. The protein is stored and reacted in buffers containing the

reducing reagent DTT, but purified under partially oxidizing conditions. To elucidate if the

SSLTCRAGCKVRE contain a true disulfide bond in the active protein solution, the future
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experiment can be designed such that the protein is always in either the presence or absence of

the reducing reagent. 

In an alternative experiment, the free cysteines containing peptides can be blocked by alkylation

with an alkylating reagent 'A' in the absence of a reducing agent. The disulfide linked peptides

then can be reduced and alkylated with a reducing agent and an alkylating reagent 'B'. The

presence of different alkylation tag can thus help identify the disulfide linkage. If biotin-

maleimide is used for alkylating disulfide linked cysteine residues after blocking the free

cysteine residues with a different alkylating reagent, the biotin tagged peptide can be enriched

with avidin from the crowd of non-disulfide linked peptides8,10,12–14. 

Also, instead of running the solution based experiment, a gel based approach can be performed

to help remove the triton X-100 that complicates the mass spectra. The gel based approach would

require in gel digestion of the protein and the differential reduction/alkylation treatment prior to

gel loading to avoid disulfide scrambling. One possible issue is incomplete unfolding of the

protein if alklyation is performed (for blocking the free cysteine residues) without reduction or

any denaturant. Alkylation (+/-) reduction in presence of a gradation of denaturant can be

performed. 
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MS	bridge	result	for	non	reduced	sample
2(1B)	->	intralinked	disulfide	bond	in	the	same	pep?de	
1-1	(1B)	means	one	to	one	disulfide	linkage	in	two	pep?des

MS	digest	result	for	reduced	sample

MS	digest	result	for		alkylated	sample

B

Figure 3-3. Preliminary results for disulfide bridged cysteine identification. A) Axima Reso-

nance (MALDI-QIT-TOF) generated spectra from nonreduced, reduced and alkylated samples.

B) MS bridge and MS digest analysis of spectra. 
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3.4.5 Mutational analysis of structurally conserved motifs in R2Bm RT and of nucleic acid in-

teracting residues identified by protein footprinting experiments

Modeling of R2Bm RT provide us with the idea of overall fold the RT domain can adopt.

Structural superposition of the RT model on homologous reverse transcriptases from PDB

database further indicated some common components of reverse transcriptase structures. Mutant

designing and testing for loss of function will be helpful for further validating the model and for

investigating the RT and nucleic acid interactions and RT structure and function. In addition to

the RT residues, mutants will be used to test possible nucleic acid binding residues that were

identified by the protein footprinting studies proposed in thsi chapter. 

Several mutations have been constructed already in our lab. One of the mutations, the

arginine to alanine conversion in the YWR motif, of the RT index finger reduced RNA binding

activity (Figure 3-4)  in preliminary experiments. 

Figure 3-4. Effect of YWR/A mutation in the index finger of RT domain on the RNA binding

DNA 
ONLY
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activity of R2Bm protein. Reaction formed between R2Bm protein (Wild type or mutant), 3'
PBM RNA and DNA was loaded onto EMSA gel. The antisense strand of the target was 32P radi-
olabeled. Gel was dried and phosphorimaged. Triangles represent protein titration series. Lanes
indicated by white and pattern filled triangles represent wild type and mutant protein mediated
band shift. 

Several other already constructed mutants in the reverse transcriptase area are being currently

tested in our lab. These previous mutants were designed based upon sequence conservation.

Current R2 RT model and LINE protein's comparison to RdRP/Prp8/group II intron proteins give

clue to additional area with potential function. A summerized information of these regions/amino

acid residues is presented in Table 3-3.

Table 3-3: Designing mutations in R2Bm protein for possible loss of function

Amino acid residue in R2Bm
protein

Function that can be tested Rationale/ function in
analogous structure

K in FVPK motif in the RT 1
finger

nucleotide binding? affect
polymerization?

motif F or ring finger
(corresponding finger is RT1
in R2 RT) has NTP binding
role15.

R in ERPGGP motif in the
RT1 finger

nucleotide binding? affect
polymerization?

motif F or ring finger
(corresponding finger is RT1
in R2 RT) has NTP binding
role.

KS in RT6 for RNA binding footprinting indicates RNA
binding function; mutation of
K strongly affect
polymerization in RdRPs16.

QIT loop in the HINALP area branched structure of nucleic
acid binding?

Prp8 alpha finger aligns with
QITG.........HINALP motif of
R2Bm protein. In U4/U6.U5
tri-snRNP, the α-finger (helix-
turn-helix) contacts U54-U55
of U4 snRNA near the three-
way junction17.
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R in RGMP of IFD motif Processivity? polymerization
activity?

play role in repeat addition
Processivity in telomerase 18

R and R in RQRGF motif polymerization activity? form part of the exit channel
for newly synthesized RNA
in RdRP16

QQ in APLKPQQR motif form template channel? faces the interior side of the
RT cavity. 

R in RVSDAPGPTP motif
and K in MSSPVKVGR
motif

possibly bind RNA ? as they are in similar position
in 3D model and in the index
finger vicinity that has been
implicated in de novo and
primer depenent
polymerization19; our
preliminary data also indicate
index finger's YWR/A motif
might have role in RNA
binding 
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APPENDIX A

MS/MS SPECTRA OF N-TERMINAL END PEPTIDES AND  MAP OF INTERNAL PEP-
TIDES ON R2Bm PROTEIN PRIMARY SEQUENCE FOR LYSC RESISTANT

FRAGMENTS
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LA(ii)	n-term	end	peptide	=	C!*RSRAAAE;	z	=	2+;	
XCorr	=	2.72;	#PSMs=	1;	[M+2H]2+	=	481.59;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	962.44	;	*	=	acetyl;	!	=	carbamidomethyl

LB_TRYP_170118214142 #9954 RT: 40.96 AV: 1 NL: 1.88E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 833.38@cid35.00 [215.00-1680.00]
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LB	n-term	end	peptide	=	V*GM@QESISAVDC!VGR;	z	=	2+;	
XCorr	=	2.58;	#PSMs=	1;	[M+2H]2+	=	833.38;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	1665.75	;	*	=	acetyl;	@	=	

oxidation;	!	=	carbamidomethyl
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LC(i)	N-term	peptide:	S*AVLSM@IPDGHR;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	3.22;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	1340.6521;	[M+2H]2+	=	
671.08;	#PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl;	@	=	oxidation  

LCi5 # 11149 RT: 44.74 AV: 1 NL: 1.03E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 671.08@cid35.00 [170.00-1355.00]
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LCii5#3242 RT:13.19 AV:1 NL:4.54E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 499.44@cid35.00 [125.00-1010.00]
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LC(ii)	N-term	peptide:	H*HYLTER;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	2.067;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	997.4744;	
[M+2H]2+	=	499.44;	#PSMs	=	2;	*	=	acetyl
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Ld_TRP #16883 RT: 58.44 AV: 1 NL: 1.12E4
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 769.49@cid35.00 [200.00-2000.00]
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Band	D(i)	N-term	peptide:V*ERPGGPGEYRPISIASIPLR;	z=	+3;	Xcorr	=	3.08;	#PSM	=	
1;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	2305.24;	[M+3H]3+	=	769.49;	*	=	acetyl
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Ld_TRP # 16562 RT: 57.51 AV: 1 NL: 1.13E4
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 965.67@cid35.00 [255.00-1945.00]
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Band	D(ii)	N-term	peptide:	A*YYHAAVQDGGLAIPSVR;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	
=	6.08;	#PSM	=	3	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	1929.97;	[M+2H]2+	=	965.67;	*	

=	acetyl
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LEii9 # 3537 RT: 14.23 AV: 1 NL: 2.05E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 415.14@cid35.00 [100.00-845.00]
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LE	N-term	peptide:	S*DK*IRK;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	1.505;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	830.4518;	[M+2H]2+	=	415.14;	#PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl
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LF	(i)	N-term	peptide:	S*NK*ENRPEASGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	5.4277;	
Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	2096.9995;	[M+2H]2+	=	1049.20;	#PSMs	=	17;	*	=	acetyl
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LF1 #9230 RT: 36.71 AV: 1 NL: 4.05E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 1049.20@cid35.00 [275.00-2000.00]
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LF(ii)	N-term	peptide:	E*NRPEASGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	4.09;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1725.8296;	[M+2H]2+	=	863.62;	#PSMs	=	8;	*	=	acetyl

LF1 # 8607 RT: 34.30 AV: 1 NL: 2.07E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 863.62@cid35.00 [225.00-1740.00]
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LG_GLU #2081 RT: 8.64 AV: 1 NL: 2.10E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 453.72@cid35.00 [110.00-920.00]
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Band	LG	N-term	peptide:	R*RAHPVE;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	1.14;	#PSMs	=	
1;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	906.48;	[M+2H]2+	=	453.72;	*	=	acetyl
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The fragmentation show less confidence but there are two arginines and one histidine in the peptide sequence. Ammonia loss is seen as 
expected. The internal peptide sequence coverage also validates this peptides as N-terminal end of Band LG.

Lh_GLU #5613 RT: 22.39 AV: 1 NL: 4.30E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 506.22@cid35.00 [125.00-1025.00]
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Band	H	N-term	peptide:	R*RWHGEE;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	1.65;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1011.46;	[M+2H]2+	=	506.22;	#PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl
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LI9 #3574 RT: 14.39 AV: 1 NL: 1.96E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 499.12@cid35.00 [125.00-1010.00]
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LI	N-term	peptide:	H*HYLTER;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=	2.07;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	
=	997.47;	[M+2H]2+	=	499.12;	#PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl
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Figure S1A: MS/MS spectra for N-term end peptides of LysC bands
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Band LA 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH 

Band LB 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 

HHHHHH 

Band LC 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH  

Band LD 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH   

Band LE 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH   

Band LF 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH    

red text + highlighted = N-terminal call for corresponding band
green only= gluc-trp; ESI run #1
green & italic = gluc_trp ; not in 1st run but in any of the following run of the band
green & underlined = glue as second digester
blue = common between two runs
orange = common among three runs
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Band LG 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH       

Band LH 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH    

Band LI 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

red text + highlighted = N-terminal call for corresponding band 
green only= gluc-trp; ESI run #1 
green & italic = gluc_trp ; not in 1st run but in any of the following run of the band 
green & underlined = glue as second digester 
blue = common between two runs 
orange = common among three runs 

Number of ESI runs of the processed bands: 
LA band: 2 ESI. 1 lysctrp. 1lyscgluc. blue is common between 1lysctrp & 1lyscgluc 
LB band: 3 ESI. 2 lysctrp. 1lyscgluc. blue is common between 2lysctrp 
LC band: 2 ESI. 2 lysctrp. blue is common between 2lysctrp 
LD band: 3 ESI. 2 lysctrp. 1lyscgluc. blue is common between 2lysctrp 
LE band: 2 ESI. 2 lysctrp. blue is common between 2lysctrp 
LG band: 4 ESI. 2 lysctrp. 2lyscgluc but 1glucgluc run was bad. blue is common between 2lysctrp 
LH band: 2 ESI. 1 lysctrp. 1lyscgluc. blue is common between 1 lysctrp & 1 lyscgluc 

Figure S1B: Internal peptide for LysC bands
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APPENDIX B

MS/MS SPECTRA OF N-TERMINAL END PEPTIDES AND  MAP OF INTERNAL PEP-
TIDES ON R2Bm PROTEIN PRIMARY SEQUENCE FOR GLUC RESISTANT

FRAGMENTS
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Aiii5GG #9470 RT: 39.33 AV: 1 NL: 2.22E5
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 497.45@cid35.00 [125.00-1005.00]
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GA	(i)	N-term	peptide:	L*YK*K*C!R;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=2.69;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	
993.4868;	[M+2H]2+	=	497.45	;	#PSMs		=	37;	*	=	acetyl;	!	=	

carbamidomethyl	
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Aiii5GG #14097 RT: 59.75 AV: 1 NL:1.64E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 768.30@cid35.00 [200.00-1550.00]
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GA(ii)	N-term	peptide:	M*ETYWRPILER;	z=	+2;	Xcorr	=2.59;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1535.7569;	[M+2H]2+	=	768.30;	#PSMs		=	3;	*	=	acetyl
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Aiii5GG #6208 RT: 26.66 AV: 1 NL:1.19E4
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 390.41@cid35.00 [95.00-795.00]
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GA(iii)	N-term	peptide:	A*LHALGR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.41;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	779.4416;	[M+2H]2+	=	390.41	;	#PSMs	=	6;	*	=	acetyl
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Z5GG #14163 RT: 67.38 AV: 1 NL: 6.22E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 679.75@cid35.00 [175.00-1370.00]
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GB	N-term	peptide:	N*SAVLDAVLGDSR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=3.08;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1358.6804;	[M+2H]2+	=	679.75	;	#PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl

Bi5GG#8486 RT: 38.58 AV: 1 NL:6.27E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 522.51@cid35.00 [130.00-1060.00]
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GC	N-term	peptide:	M*SSPVK*VGR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.90;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1044.5294;	[M+2H]2+	=	522.51	;	#PSMs	=	2;	*	=	acetyl

PQGG_1+5 #14881 RT: 42.62 AV: 1 NL: 6.71E5
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 553.40@cid35.00 [140.00-1120.00]
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GD	N-term	peptide:	S*ISAVDC!VGR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=	3.67;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	
1105.5200;	[M+2H]2+	=	553.40;	#PSMs		=	31;	*	=	acetyl;	!	=	carbamidomethyl	
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C9GG#8984 RT: 40.66 AV: 1 NL: 3.62E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 671.68@cid35.00 [170.00-1355.00]
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GE	N-term	peptide:	R*TFNIGGK*PLR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.65;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	
=	1342.7378;	[M+2H]2+	=	671.68	;	#PSMs	=	4;	*	=	acetyl

D9GG#8768 RT: 37.79 AV: 1 NL: 9.11E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 670.98@cid35.00 [170.00-1355.00]
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GF		N-term	peptide:	H*SISSALNNISR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=4.21;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	
=	1340.6811;	[M+2H]2+	=	670.98	;	#PSMs	=	6;	*	=	acetyl

F1GF #7160 RT: 32.38 AV: 1 NL: 2.23E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 799.12@cid35.00 [210.00-1610.00]
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GH(i)	N-term	peptide:	N*RPEASGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=3.68;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1596.7870;	[M+2H]2+	=	799.12	;	#PSMs	=	2;	*	=	acetyl

F1GF #9704 RT: 43.90 AV: 1 NL: 1.33E4
F: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 551.09@cid35.00 [140.00-1115.00]
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GH	(ii)	N-term	peptide:	A*SGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.47;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	
=	1100.5476;	[M+2H]2+	=	551.09	;	#PSMs	=	13;	*	=	acetyl
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F1GF #2492 RT: 11.43 AV: 1 NL: 9.35E2
F: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 529.37@cid35.00 [135.00-1070.00]
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GH	(iii)	N-term	peptide:	R*TGDNPTVR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=3.41;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1057.5279;	[M+2H]2+	=	529.37	;	#PSMs	=5;	*	=	acetyl
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H3GF #6980 RT: 32.44 AV: 1 NL: 1.06E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 799.14@cid35.00 [210.00-1610.00]
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GJ	(i)	N-term	peptide:	N*RPEASGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=3.22;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1596.7870;	[M+2H]2+	=	799.14;	#	PSMs	=	3;	*	=	acetyl
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H3GF #8612 RT: 40.10 AV: 1 NL: 1.91E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 551.91@cid35.00 [140.00-1115.00]
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GJ	(ii)	N-term	peptide:	A*SGLPLESER;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.53;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	
=	1100.5476;	[M+2H]2+	=	551.91	;		#PSMs	=	10;	*	=	acetyl

I7GF #2450 RT: 11.71 AV: 1 NL: 6.12E2
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 529.45@cid35.00 [135.00-1070.00]
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GJ	(iii)	N-term	peptide:	R*TGDNPTVR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=2.83;	Theo.	
[M+H]1+	=	1057.5279;	[M+2H]2+	=	529.45	;	#PSMs	=2;	*	=	acetyl
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I7GF #2846 RT: 13.58 AV: 1 NL: 3.38E3
T: ITMS + c NSI d Full ms2 462.42@cid35.00 [115.00-935.00]
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GK	N-term	peptide:	R*TFSTNR;	z=	+2;	XCorr	=3.02;	Theo.	[M+H]1+	=	
923.4587;	[M+2H]2+	=	462.42	;		#PSMs	=	2;	*	=	acetyl

Figure S2A: MS/MS spectra for N-term end peptides of GluC bands
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Band GA 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH       

Band GB 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH 

Band GC 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH 

Band GF 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH      

Band GD 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH   

Band GE 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH   

red text + highlighted = N-terminal call for corresponding band
green only= gluc-trp; ESI run #1
green & italic = gluc_trp ; not in 1st run but in any of the following run of the band
green & underlined = glue as second digester
blue = common between two runs
orange = common among three runs
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Band GH 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR 
HHHHHH     

Band GI 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Band GJ 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH                                                 

Band GK 
MKKSNKENRP EASGLPLESE RTGDNPTVRG 
SAGADPVGQD APGWTCQFCE RTFSTNRGLG 
VHKRRAHPVE TNTDAAPMMV KRRWHGEEID 
LLARTEARLL AERGQCSGGD LFGALPGFGR 
TLEAIKGQRR REPYRALVQA HLARFGSQPG 
PSSGGCSAEP DFRRASGAEE AGEERCAEDA 
AAYDPSAVGQ MSPDAARVLS ELLEGAGRRR 
ACRAMRPKTA GRRNDLHDDR TASAHKTSRQ 
KRRAEYARVQ ELYKKCRSRA AAEVIDGACG 
GVGHSLEEME TYWRPILERV SDAPGPTPEA 
LHALGRAEWH GGNRDYTQLW KPISVEEIKA 
SRFDWRTSPG PDGIRSGQWR AVPVHLKAEM 
FNAWMARGEI PEILRQCRTV FVPKVERPGG 
PGEYRPISIA SIPLRHFHSI LARRLLACCP 
PDARQRGFIC ADGTLENSAV LDAVLGDSRK 
KLRECHVAVL DFAKAFDTVS HEALVELLRL 
RGMPEQFCGY IAHLYDTAST TLAVNNEMSS 
PVKVGRGVRQ GDPLSPILFN VVMDLILASL 
PERVGYRLEM ELVSALAYAD DLVLLAGSKV 
GMQESISAVD CVGRQMGLRL NCRKSAVLSM 
IPDGHRKKHH YLTERTFNIG GKPLRQVSCV 
ERWRYLGVDF EASGCVTLEH SISSALNNIS 
RAPLKPQQRL EILRAHLIPR FQHGFVLGNI 
SDDRLRMLDV QIRKAVGQWL RLPADVPKAY 
YHAAVQDGGL AIPSVRATIP DLIVRRFGGL 
DSSPWSVARA AAKSDKIRKK LRWAWKQLRR 
FSRVDSTTQR PSVRLFWREH LHASVDGREL 
RESTRTPTST KWIRERCAQI TGRDFVQFVH 
THINALPSRI RGSRGRRGGG ESSLTCRAGC 
KVRETTAHIL QQCHRTHGGR ILRHNKIVSF 
VAKAMEENKW TVELEPRLRT SVGLRKPDII 
ASRDGVGVIV DVQVVSGQRS LDELHREKRN 
KYGNHGELVE LVAGRLGLPK AECVRATSCT 
ISWRGVWSLT SYKELRSIIG LREPTLQIVP 
ILALRGSHMN WTRFNQMTSV MGGGVGIEGR  
HHHHHH                                                 

red text + highlighted = N-terminal call for corresponding 
band
green only= gluc-trp; ESI run #1
green & italic = gluc_trp ; not in 1st run but in any of the 
following run of the band
green & underlined = glue as second digester
blue = common between two runs
orange = common among three runs

Number of ESI run of the bands:
Band GA:  5 ESIs. 3 gluctrp.2glucgluc.  orange is common 
among 3 runs (2gluctrp (blue) &1glucgluc).
Band GC: 5 ESIs. 4 gluctrp.1glucgluc.  orange is common 
among 3 runs (3gluctrp).
Band GE: 6 ESIs. 4 gluctrp.2glucgluc.  orange is common 
among 3 runs (3gluctrp)
Band GF: 4 ESIs. 3 gluctrp.1glucgluc.  blue is common 
among 2 runs (2gluctrp)
Band GH: 2 ESIs. 2 gluctrp 1 being enrichment experiment.  
blue is common among 2 runs (2gluctrp)
Band GI: 2 ESIs. 1 gluctrp 1 glucgluc.  blue is common 
among 2 runs
Band GJ 2 ESIs. 1 gluctrp 1 glucgluc.  blue is common 
among 2 runs

Figure S3A: Internal peptides for GluC bands
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION  ON MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
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